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ABSTRACT
This licentiate thesis tries to bridge the gap between the theoretical and the
practical studies in the field of environmental accounting. In the paper, I develop
an optimal control theory model for adjusting NDP for the effects of S02 and NO,
emissions, and subsequently insert empirically estimated values. The model
includes correction entries for the effects on welfare, real capital, health and the
quality and quantity of renewable natural resources. In the empirical valuation
study, production losses were estimated with dose-response functions. Recreational
and other welfare values were estimated by the contingent valuation (CV) method.
Effects on capital depreciation are also included. For comparison, abatement costs
and environmental
protection expenditures for reducing sulfur and nitrogen
emissions were estimated. The theoretical model was then utilized to calculate the
adjustment to NDP in a consistent manner.
Key words: green accounting, sustainable national income, damage cost valuation,
growth models
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1 Introduction

1.1
h

Background

the

1960s,

detrimental

there

was a growing

effects on the environment.

forward by the “Club of Rome”,
resources.
present

that economic

A major concern,

was the depletion

growth

particularly

had

as put

of non-renewable

natural

To what extent resources would last and the issue of justice between

and future generations

becoming

recognition

were major issues of the debate.

clear in the case of many developing

countries

It was also

that their economic

growth came at the expense of depleting their natural resources. As a consequence
an interest emerged
environmental

for the idea of adjusting

the national

accounts

to include

effects (see e.g. Nordhaus and Tobin [1973]).

In an article from 1939, Hicks discussed the notion of income, defining it to be net
return

of the stock. This theoretical

sustainable

income,

formalised

by Weitzman

interpreted

as the Hicksian definition

framework,

was used for analyses
[1976],

the idea

which defines

of sustainable
of the national

a perpetually

development.
income

of income was further developed

First

concept
by e.g.

Solow [1986], Hartwick [1990] and Asheim [1994]. Miiler [1991] and Dasgupta
[1993] focus on the welfare interpretation

of the national income concept, and

extend this welfare measure to include welfare emanating from the environment.
Most of the analyses concern natural resources, with less focus on environmental
assets. Explicit treatment of environmental

assets can be found in e.g. the work of

MNer [1991] and HartWick [1990].

The empirical

work on green accounting

is to some extent separated

from the

theoretical work in the field. While the theoretical literature on the issue of green
NDP is quite extensive, few papers deal with the question on how to calculate a
green NDP in practice. At the same time, many empirical studies have been carried
out, both in industrialised

and developing countries. The approach is generally very
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pragmatic

and takes the data availability

as a starting

point rather than the

theoretically ideal NDP measure.

During the late 80s and beginning of the 90s case studies were carried out in a
number of developing countries by institutes such as the World Resources Institute
and the World Bank (see e.g. Repetto
[1995]). A number of statistical
compiling

environmental

et.rd. [1989] and Munasinghe

offices in industrialised

countries

& Cruz

also began

national accounts as early as in the 70s and the 80s.

Norway, Germany and the Netherlands were among the early starters.

Following the Brundtland report on sustainability,
issues

in national

accounts

gained

the integration of environmental

momentum.

Agenda

21, the consensus

document from the Rio conference on Sustainable Development
the development of environmentally
beginning

of the nineties

in 1992, included

adjusted national accounts. The UN was in the

in the middle of a large revision

of the System of

National Accounts (SNA). A draft handbook for developing satellite accounts for
the environment

was developed and published in 1993.1 The EU decided shortly

afterwards that their member countries develop environmental

accounts before the

year 2000. Eurostat, the statistical office of EU, also started to develop a handbook
for the EU member countries.

The integration

of statistics into one coherent system has many advantages.

new accounts

make

economic

scenarios

environmental
environmental

it possible
or policies,

policies,

as

to estimate

environmental

and to investigate

well

as

cost-effective

of

implications

of

of

implementing

policies. It makes it possible to show the interaction of economic

activities, linked to the effects on the environment,
environmental

consequences

economic
ways

The

variables

are affected

by a policy

emission.

I UN[1993]
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and to estimate how other
aimed

at e.g. one specific

Many empirical

studies in this field concern the depletion of natural resources.

However, in the industrialised

countries the main environmental

depletion of natural assets, but degradation of the environment,
the functioning

of ecosystems

by pollutants.

problem is not

such as effects on

The London Group was formed in

1994 with the aim of providing a forum for industrialised

countries to discuss these

questions. Most of the member countries consider the physical accounts (integrated
with the economic),
the conventional
environmental

and environmental-related
accounts,

to be the

disaggregation

most

accounts. The discussions

important

of certain parts of

and useful

parts

of

on the valuation topic have been very

livelyz, and consensus has been difficult to reach.

f.2

Object of the paper

This paper aims at linking
adjusted NDP to a theoretical

empirical

estimations

framework.

of a partially

environment-

In the paper I use data compiled in a

project at the National Institute of Economic Research (NIEIR) that I participated
in, where efforts were made to compile the data available on the darnages from
sulphur and nitrogen. By developing
between

theory

and practice

a theoretical

by providing

model I try to bridge the gap

a consistent

compilation of a “nitrogen- and sulphur-adjusted

foundation

for the

NDP”.

The different valuation methods used in the empirical study follow the SEEA 1993
draft handbook,
dose-response

supplemented

by valuation

of production

losses, estimated

using

functions. The methods discussed in the paper only concerns the flows

and the stock changes during one year. The paper thus does not deal with accumulated
darnage, i.e. the state of the environment.

The outline of the paper is as follows.
environmentally
environment

Section two provrides a definition

of an

adjusted NDP and an overview of available methods for valuing the

and of empirical

studies made in this area. A theoretical

model for

z see proce~ding~from the London Group conferences: BEA [1995], Stadstics Canada [1994 and
1997], Statistics Sweden [1996 c].
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adjusting

NDP for effects of sulphur and nitrogen is developed

section four, the valuations in the sulphur-nitrogen
an environmentally

in section three. In

study are presented. Subsequently,

adjusted NDP (EDP) is calculated in section five using the model

and the data from the previous sections. The results are commented

upon in the last

section.

2

Review of theory and empirical methods

2.1

Theoretical models for an adjusted NDP

A standard

welfare

interpretation

maintainable

value of consumption.

income. As originally
certain conditions,

equivalent

forever

conventionally

[1976], net national product is, under

to the Hamiltonian

are convertible

rates, the maximum

maintained

without

permanently

This is also the definition of real or sustainable

shown by Weitzman

Given that all investment
transformation

of NDP is that it is the largest

running

for an optimal

into consumption

attainable
down

growth problem.

at the given price-

level of consumption
capital

measured, C + pk*dWdt, i.e. consumption

stocks

would

that can be
be NDP

as

(C) plus the net investment

flow (dK/dt), valued at price pk.

An interpretation
consumption.

of Weitzman’s result is that NDP is a stationary equivalent of future

If natural capital is included in the capital stock, it can be interpreted as

sustainable national income (SNI).

A general formulation

of the optimal growth problem corresponding

to a welfare

index can be found in Heal & Kristrom [1998]. In Weitzman’s

model utility is

defined as consumption.

function of both

consumption

In Heal & Kristrom utility is a non-linear

and of the capital stocks (which can include all kinds of stocks, such as

real, natural and human capital). Thus it is not only the flows generated by the stocks
that are taken into account, but also the utility of the stock themselves,
existence

value. This means

that natural

assets (forests,

mountains

e.g. their

etc) can be

ascribed

a value in themselves,

economic

or welfare-creating

regardless

of if they are explicitly

used for any

purpose or not. Note also that the focus here is the

change in welfare, not the sustainable level of income.

The economy’s objective is to maximise the discounted integral of utilities:

(1)

max~ U(C1,S,) .“&dt
o

subject

to

.
SI,, = di(cl, s,),

i = 1,..., n

where
u = utility function
c = consumption, c~E R“
S = stocks, Stc R“
d = growth equations for stocks
5 = discount rate
i = stock index
t = time
The Ha.mdtonian for this problem is
n

(2)

H, = u(c,,s,)e-a

where the ks
consumption

+ Z4,F
iel

‘adj(c,,s,)

are the shadow

prices

of the stocks.

of one aggregate consumption

If utility was defined

as

good C, and we had only one capital

stock, K, with growth equation dK/dt = d(C,K), we would have the Weitzman model.
The linearized Hamiltonian

(with consumption

which is equal to NDP measure.
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as the numeraire) is H = C + A dK/dt,

The first order conditions for optimality can be summarised

(3)

(4)

w% ,s, ) =-X2,,,3C
ad, (q, s,)

acj

i-a.aj,t

H

= - a~:;’s’
,

A linear approximation

(5)

$Acj,,

AH=

J

) - gak,,

)

f

to changes in the current value Hamiltonian can be written

au$
{

j=]

~~’$’s’

k=]

‘s’)+ ~a,,l

ad~;

, =1

,,1

The first term in this expression

‘s’)
J,t

+~ASi,t
}{

i=]

au~,’s’)

+ ~~,,,

ad;;

k=l

1,1

cancels out by the first order condition

(3). The

.
(6)

AH=

~&s,,
i=l

fAi,t 8+
c,t

[}
second term can, by the second first order condition (4), be written as

At a stationary state, the shadow prices are constant, so the real rate of return equals
the discount

rate. The above formulation

linearized Harniltonian

clearly shows that the change

in the

is just the real return on the change in the economy’s stocks

valued at shadow prices. This corresponds

to the HickSian definition

of income:

income is the maximum amount that can be consumed without reducing capital, i.e.
the return on capital.

As pointed out by Heal and Kristrom, the presence of stocks in the definition

of

Hicksian national income is due to the fact that income at a point in time incorporates
only consumption
production

at that point in time, and at no other date. Externalities

and consumption

on welfare and consumption

from

at later dates are thus

captured in the changes in stocks.

It should be noted that a decline in the current value of manufactured

capital is

already included in conventional

NDP and thus should not be deducted, only shown

as a disaggregation

accounts.

reduction

of existing

of flows and current

What should be deducted

depreciation
11

of non-priced

‘s’ )
I,t

is a) current

stocks and b) future

}

depreciation

of stocks due to current production

and consumption.

This can be seen

more clearly from the model in section four.

An optimizing model like the one above implies the notion of weak sustainability.
Weak

sustainability

substitutable,

adopts

the assumption

that all kinds

of capital

stocks

i.e. that it is possible to substitute real capital for natural capital.

are

Strong

sustainability recognises that natural capital often is not a substitute but a complement
to real capital. Whether it is necessary to assume strong sustainability
specific problem: which environmental

asset, which circumstances

depends on the
and whether it is

on a global or local scale. If the shadow prices are correct, tlhey should capture this
aspect.

Furthermore,

since the model is based on perfectly smooth, continuous

discontinuities

such as irreversibility,

functions,

i.e. degradation or depletion of stocks that is not

possible to restore, and threshold effects are not included explicitly. Threshold effects
refer to leaps in the quality or quantity of a stock at certain pressure levels (e.g.
critical load levels for pollutants,

where the surpassing of such a critical load in an

ecosystem can cause the ecosystem to change from one steady state to another with
significantly
changes,

different qualities).

because

environmental

of the linearity

issue

of the NDP

measure,

these

properties

of

assets might however be possible to disregard.

Following Weitzman’s
NDP

Since the analysis should be restricted to marginal

article, a large literature treating different aspects of the green

has emerged,

e.g. Asheim

[1994],

Aronsson

and Lofgren

[1996],

Johansson and L6fgren [1996]. Among the issues discussed are: NDP as indicator of
sustainability,

the use of green NDP measures

as cost-benefit

rule, information

requirements and the treatment of defensive expenditure.

Models with explicit inclusion of natural capital and environmental

degradation

are

central to this paper. Some examples of such models are listed below. All the models
can readily be described in terms of the general model shown above. Some of the n
stocks may represent natural resource stocks with different characteristics:
resources,

renewable

resources,

different
12

extraction

costs,

exhaustible

depreciation

due to

pollution or other impacts from economic activities, etcetera. These characteristics

are

formulated in the growth equations for the stocks.

One elaboration of this kind of models was done by Solow [1986], where he amdysed
Hartwick’s
paper,

rule using a model including

consumption

component

is maximised

of the capital

exhaustible

subject

resources.

to the change

stock representing

As in Weitzman’s

in stocks.

an exhaustible

resource

Then

the

(implying

kdK/dt=

O from some date on) is analysed. In Mtiler [1991], the utility function

includes

both the flows that the environmental

stocks generate and the stocks in

themselves.

In the model developed,

the use of the environmental

stock is of both

quantitative

and qualitative nature. Natural capital can be interpreted

as both priced

assets such as oil and timber, and non-priced assets such as airsheds and watersheds.
Use of naturaJ assets includes the use of air and water for disposal of residuals. The
model also includes pollution

abatement,

household

production

and leisure. From

this, Miiler derives an expression for a measure of changes in national welfare.

In Hamilton

[1996], a series of models for different purposes

and corresponding

welfare measures are derived. The problems treated are among others pollutants with
flow effects and cumulative effects, with and without abatement services, damages to
exhaustible
Vincent

and living resources and inclusion of household defensive expenditures.

[1998]

environmental

develops

a detailed

model

services of and environmental

for the

forest

sector,

with

both

damage to the forest and the forestry

sector.

Hartwick

[1990] develops

depreciation

of environmental

models

including

non-renewable

resources,

economic

capital and disutility of pollution. The model treating

disutility of pollution can serve as an example of a model with explicit representation
of environmental

degradation,

analysis, production

which is the issue treated in this paper. In Hartwick’s

adds to a stock of pollution.

The growth equation for the real

capital stock, d(c,s) in the model above, is specified as F(K,L,~-C,

where F is the

production

function, K is capital, L is Iabour and X is a stock of pollution.

production

function thus includes the stock of pollution

The

as a ‘bad’, so that more

pollution will imply less output, as opposed to the more common formulation where
13

pollutive substances are treated as input in production. Furthermore,

the change in the

stock of pollution is included directly in the utility function, producing disutility for
the individual in other ways than through diminishing production. The stocks are not,
as in the Heal-Kristrom

model shown above, included in the utility function. Thus the

NDP measure is only adjusted for the disutility of the degradation of the environment,
not for the positive utility of the environment.

In the Heal-Kristrom
all non-economic

model, the NDP measure is adjusted by expanding it to include

assets. In that way changes in natural capitrd is be automatically

accounted for. But since it is generally a much more difficult task to estimate the total
value of welfare than to estimate only the changes in it, the :method often chosen in
environmental

accounting is to only deduct changes in welfare from the conventional

NDP. The rationale for this is similar to the Usher “sunshine problem’?
reason

to include

intertemporal

stocks

welfare

that are unchanging,

analysis

there is no

as long as we are focusing

for a single economy.

countries, it is however important, since non-economic

For comparisons

on

between

benefits from the environment

can vary widely between countries.4

2.2

National accounts and the environmental

satellite system

Gross domestic product (GDP) is a measure of total output in the country during
the period (here we shall deal with annual data).s The national accounts include
two balancing accounts. On the supply side the accounts show the supply of goods
and services, both imported and produced in the country. On the demand side the
accounts show the use of these goods and services: private consumption,

public

consumption,

labour

investment and export. There are also data on intermediates,

and capital (machines and buildings) used to produce domestic goods and services.

3 Usher[1981].
4 See Dasgupta & Maler[ 1999] for a discussion of this issue.
5 For a discussion of what is included in the GDP concept, and of what is to be omitted for Vmiotrs
reasons, see Ekner [1998] or NIER[1998] Section 3.1.
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The data are classified on type of economic branch, according to the international
standard (SNI or NACE).

GDP also includes depreciation of fixed capital. GDP minus deprecation is the net
domestic product (NDP). NDP portrays output thatwhich does not merely replace
consumed

fixed assets. An environmentally

adjusted

involves taking account not only of consumption

domestic

product

(EDP)

of real capital but also of natural

capital. It is thus NDP, not GDP, that is the starting point for the calculations.

The conventional
in the United
handbook

national accounts system follows the accounting rules laid down
Nations

was revised

System

of National

Accounts

in 1992 and expanded

(SNA)

compared

handbook.

The

to the old version

(SNA 67). Asset accounts now also include natural assets, such as forests. The
satellite system for environmentally
Environmental

accounts,

the System for

and Economic Accounts (SEEA), developed some time before the

Rio Conference,
accounts

revised national

does not yet have a final form. Proposals

are summarised

Environmental

in the United

Nations

for environmental

draft handbook

“Integrated

and Economic Accounting”.G The book contains several ‘versions’

of environmental

adjustments

about the most controversial
impact on the environment.

that supplement

each other. There is no consensus

part, the valuation in monetary terms of society’s

The handbook does not give any recommendation,

but

makes several proposals.

In the draft handbook,

five different

versions,

or modules,

of environmental

accounts are presented. The tlrst three are largely reorganisations,
and combined
three

ways

environmental

presentations
of

producing

of existing

statistics.

monetary

environmental

disaggregation

The fourth version describes
accounts,

damage in monetary terms. Version five discusses

i.e.

valuing

some possible

extensions of the national accounts. The handbook is currently under revision, but
essential parts are already present in the 1993 SEEA draft. These parts are:

6 United Nations[1993]. A new manual is currently being developed.
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1. Disaggregation

of the asset accounts to show the use of natural assets. Valuation

of the stocks of natural assets.
2. Joint accounting of environmental
3. Disaggregation
expenditures

of the input-output

tables to show environmental

protection

and ecoindustries.

4. Disaggregation
5. Valuation

data (in physical terms) and economic data.

of taxes (e.g. environmental

techniques

taxes).

that can be used to estimate

environmental

loss in

monetary terms.

Natural resources

include both renewable

and non-renewable

accounting

for depletion of natural assets is straightforward,

quantities,

degradation

eutrofication,

of natural

assets

resources.

While

at least in physical

is complicated.

Acidification

the chief concern in this paper, causes degradation

of renewable

assets such as forests and water in the long run (the science supporting
conclusion is controversial,

and

this

see the discussion below).

The core part is the joint accounting of economic and physical data, such as use of
energy and the emitted quantity of pollutants

in physical terms (e.g. oil, coal,

biofuel;

economic

S02,

NOX, C02)

environmental

traffic and energy production.

are disaggregated

consumption

sectors.

In traditional

statistics, emissions are broken down into different types of sources,

such as indust~,
emissions

in the respective

across

economic

In the environmental
agents.

Thus,

accounts,

production

of goods and services can be related to the utilisation of resources

and the ensuing environmental

impact.

The integration

of statistics into one coherent system has many advantages.

new

make

accounts

economic

scenarios

environmental
environmental
activities,

emission.

it possible
or policies,

policies,

as well

to estimate

environmental

and to investigate
as

ways

of

implications

of

of

policies. It makes it possible to show the interaction

variables

are affected

by a policy

The

consequences

economic

cost-effective

linked to the effects on the environment,

environmental

and

implementing
of economic

and to estimate how other
aimed at e.g. one specific

2.3

Valuation methods

The information needed to adjust the conventional NDP for environmental

change is

a) the impact on the environment from today’s production and consumption
b) prices on the goods and services lost due to these impacts

The first part is primarily in the realm of the natural sciences. Here we are concerned
only with the problem of determining prices.

It is ideally the marginal utility of environmental

goods and services converted into

monetary terms that we need to implement an environmentally

adjusted NDP (EDP).

Market prices are assumed to reflect these marginal utilities. But valuation of nonprice assets

requires

imputations.

In some cases,

the environmental

goods

(or

services) can be compared with goods that are sold on the market, in which case the
market price of these goods can be used as a proxy.

But often the utility from the environment is of a different nature than the utility from
consumption

of marketed goods and services. In these cases we need to estimate the

value that people put on the environmental
the assets in monetary

assets and thus the value of the damage to

terms. The estimation

methods such as willingness-to-pay

of the value can be done by direct

studies or by indirect methods such as the travel

cost method and hedonic pricing studies.

The above-mentioned

methods can be referred to as damage-based

They are characterised

by the attempt to place a monetary value on the damages to

the environment.

Either one-step or two-step approaches can be used. In one-step

approaches,

current changes in environmental

individual’s

willingness

quality are described and then the

to pay for improvements

estimated. In two-step or dose-response
established,

approaches.

and then a description

approaches

(or to avoid deterioration)

is

the cause of the damages is

in terms of causes

and effects

is made.

Subsequently,

one may proceed to put a monetary value on the estimated physical

darnage.

Correspondingly,
environmental

cost-based

approaches

consist

of finding

ways

of pricing

effects without actually having to estimate the value of the incurred

damages. This is done by estimating the costs for avoiding damages or of restoring
damages incurred.

Wealth effects
The first step towards valuation in the SEEA is a separation of changes in natural
and real capital assets into two different categories. Those that can be attributed to
the environmental
production

impact of society are imputed as environmental

costs in the

accounts, and as volume changes in the natural capital accounts.T The

changes can be both quantitative

and qualitative - the qualitative ones are reflected

in the market prices.

In the SEEA, the calculated changes in volume and value are assigned a monetary
value, which is added (i.e. subtracted

in the case of negative changes) to value

added, and hence affects NDP. In the SNA, on the other hand, they are counted as
changes in assets. Thus they do not affect NDP, since NDP only includes flows,
not stocks. Changes in non-produced

natural assets are recorded as consumption

natural assets by the causing sectors .SConsumption

of

of natural assets means that the

market value of this natural asset declines, as in the case of depreciation

of real

capital. Depreciation is shown in the accounts as a reduction in volume or value in
the ecosystem that has lost the resource/property.
been counteracted
reduction

by restoration

in value that is avoided

measures

The reduction in value may have

(e.g. liming of acidified

in this way is recorded

soil). The

in the account for

restoration of natural resources. The changes that affect the sectors (e.g. corrosion)

7 SEEA,p 101 et seq.
8 changes in ~rodu~ed ~at~ral assets (cultivated plants, forests etc) are counted as (Positive or
negative) capital formation in the account for produced assets.
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are shown for the sector affected. For example, a price fall due to acidification

is

recorded not only in the asset account but also as an increased depreciation of fixed
capital that reduces value added in sulfur-sulphttrThe largest part of the sulphur

and nitrogen

and nitrogen-emitting

oxides deposited

sectors.

in Sweden

is

generated abroad. The damages from these imported emissions are shown in the
‘rest of the world’ account. Correspondingly,

emissions

exported from Sweden

should be deducted from the domestic emissions when calculating the deposition
share of the domestic sectors.

It should be noted that the only phenomena

dealt with in this version are the ones

which have a market value and for which that market value has actually decreased.
No additional valuation is made, only a disaggregation

of the change in the asset

account according to the cause of the price fall (i.e. a decreased value of a forest
property due to acidification of the soil).

Valuation based on dose-response
Another

approach

production

functions

to value darnages

due to the environmental

is to estimate

production,
“products”

in a wide sense, including
which

in turn enhances

loss of

effects caused by economic activity during

one year, and then assign a value to it.$’ Production
interpreted

the hypothetical

should in this context be

both market production
welfare.

and ecological

The price ascribed

to the lost

can either be the actual market value, the market value of closely

related goods and services, or estimates from studies of willingness to pay (WTP).
10 The loss of output
simpler estimating

Cm

be

estimated

with dose-response

method. Dose-response

functions

between cause (e.g. a certain quantity of emission)

funCdOnS Or SOIne

are quantified

correlations

and effect (e.g. productivity

losses in forestry and agriculture, or loss of fish in an acidified lake).

9 This methodis not included in the UN draft manual.
10Note that market ~rice~ are proportionalto “marginal utility” while WTP typically is proportional to
a larger utility change.
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To exempli~,
response

a certain dose of sulphur dioxide on a specific type of soil gives a

in the form of a quantitatively

specitled

reduction

in the base cation

proportion in the soil. In turn, this is assumed to cause a reduction in the growth of
spruce and pine. 11The forest growth (potentially) reduced by forest acidification is
related to the current year’s contribution to the acidification. This gives the value of
the loss of output that can be said to have occurred as a side effect of emissions
from this year’s production and consumption

(both in the own country and abroad).

The loss reduces this year’s production value in the polluting branches and is also
recorded as a loss of assets in the natural or real-capital account.

Examples of market pricing of environmental
berries and mushroom picked by individuals,

products are the prices attached to
as well as catch.es from angling and

hunting. Wetlands can be valued by comparing their nitrogen binding capacity with
what it would cost to remove a corresponding
valuation with the contirrgent

valuation

method

quantity in a purification plant. 12A
for berries, mushrooms,

fish and

game comprises not only the food value but also the extra quality obtained (fresh
fish, real lingonberry jam) as well as the recreational value of berry picking, fishing
etc. perceived by the respondents. Willingness
existence

value of a diversified

accommodated

to pay for wetlands may include an

nature and the biological

diversity that can be

in the wetlands.

The estimated values are as in the former section shown in the tables below as
increased

depreciation

of fixed capital,

sulphur- and nitrogen-emitting

which reduces

sectors (with consideration

value added in sulfurtaken to imports and

exports of emissions as in the former section).

Willingness-to-pay

estimation

The most comprehensive

method to include aspects of welfare in conventional

GDP is the contingent valuation method (CVM). It is the only damage-based

11This result is very much in dispute. The assumptions made in this paper are based on Sverdrrrp&
Warfvinge [1994]. For a description of the discussion see NIER [ 19981,Section3.1, d Skanberg

[1994].
12Chichihrisky &Heal [1998]
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method that is included in the 1993 SEEA draft manual. Households may be asked
how much they are willing to pay, e.g. how much consumption
forgo, in order that the environment

can retain a certain

they are willing to
quality (i.e. not be

degraded, or be improved from a polluted level). Alternatively,
asked about their minimum

acceptable

literature

of different

on the implications

possible

compensation.

respondents can be

There

ways to construct

is an extensive
these surveys, on

biases and how to avoid them, as well as of the limitations

method.ls The discussion

include issues such as biases in connection

response rates, under-estimation

of the willingness

of the

with low

to pay (WTP) due to the fact

that many people feel that the polluters should be the ones to pay, over-estimation
due to the hypothetical nature of the question and so on.

CV studies are often used for estimating the benefit side of local projects, such as
liming an acidified lake or protecting a forest. For environmental

problems at the

national level the degree of abstraction is high, and this leads to difficulties.
researchers
problems,
studies

Many

in this area would agree that CV studies are better suited for local
to which people can more easily relate. Combining

of different

phenomena

to produce

assumptions about the comparability

a national

several valuation

value

entails

making

of regions or places and about the feasibility

of extrapolating

and adding the values. If one lake is valued at SEK 1000, this does

not necessarily

mean that a hundred such lakes should be ascribed a value of

SEK 100,000.

Furthermore,

shadow

prices

are marginal

values,

whereas

CV

studies typically give total values for the changes in welfare.

There is also an obvious problem with adding up different CV studies since the
sum might exceed budget constraints. The stated willingness to pay is hypothetical,
i.e. it is not followed by an actual payment, which means that the person’s budget
constraint

is not binding. This makes the use of CVM for calculating

doubtful. In the United Nations’ draft handbook it is recommended

an EDP

that a national

study be made in which total national natural resources are valued simultaneously.

13 For an extensive discussion of the CV method, the reader is referred to e.g. Mitchell
& Carson [1989] and Freeman [1993] See also S6derqvist [1995] for a presentation and discussion
of economic valuation.
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To some extent this reduces the problem of budget constraints. In any case, the use
of CV studies calls for caution when interpreting the results. CVM is however the
only method by which immaterial values such as existence values and quasi-option
values is covered. 10

The environmental
destruction

effects

include

of the environment

a degraded

through

nature

emissions.

through

These

land use and

are recorded

in the

accounts as a reduction in private consumption

and as additional costs of certain

household

to pay to reduce acidification

activities. To exemplify,

willingness

forests and lakes is recorded as a reduction of private consumption.
monetary value of the damage is recorded as depreciation
reduces

the value added in the emitting

of

The estimated

of natural capital and

sectors (and of consumption

in the

household sector, in relation to the household’s emissions).

Indirect

valuation

methods

market transactions
question.

The travel

make use of the implicit

information

available

for goods and services related to the environmental
cost method involves estimating

in

asset in

the price that people are

willing to pay to travel to a certain area, which then reflects the value that they put
on visiting this particular area. 15Time-costs can also be included. As an extension
of this method, costs for equipment etc can also be used. Obviously, the travel cost
method is best suited for certain kinds of recreation sites, like national parks and
archipelagos which tourists come a long way to visit.

Hedonic pricing

methods correlates

the environmental

good or bad with some

actual market item such as real estates, so that variations in the price of real estates
can be correlated with the presence or absence of some desirable or undesirable
environmental

feature, e.g. a view. The difference

between

the price of two

otherwise equivalent market items, such as two estates in an acidified and an unacidified surrounding respectively, is used as an estimate of the willingness to pay

14 E~i~tence value is the value that the mere fact that e.g. a certain virgin fOreSt~ea h= to you,
regardless of if you will ever go there yourself or not. Quasi option value is the value of preserving
options for future use given some expectation of the growth of knowledge. See also Pearce and
Turner [1990].
15See Smith [199I] for a description of the travel cost method and Smith [19961 for a survey.
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for the difference in environmental

quality. Both methods are partial, since they

cannot be used for all kinds of environmental

assets or benefits. Both methods also

use already incurred costs, of which some are part of conventional
care must be taken to avoid double counting
environmental

NDP. Hence,

when using these methods

in

accounting.

Avoidance cost estimation
Maintenance

cost valuation

SEEA. Valuation

is the second valuation

with maintenance

cost to limit e.g. emissions

method treated in the 1993

costs means estimating

to a sustainable

what it would have

levellc this year, or alternatively

limit the effects of the emissions to a set environmental

target. EDP is calculated as

NDP adjusted for the cost of achieving this with current technology
Since it is not always possible to find cleaner technologies
input materials,

reducing production

to

and prices.

and/or less pollutive

is also a possibilityy. The rationale for this

method is to set a limit for environmental

impacts where it is considered

to be

ecologically sustainable, and then calculate the cost to achieve the targets.

The measures that are included under the concept in the 1993 SEEA are: IT
a) reduction or cessation of certain activities
b) replacement

of economic activities, by beginning to produce other goods or by

changing the pattern of consumption
c) changing of input goods or technology, without changing the end product
d) cleaning methods (e.g. end-of-pipe methods)
e) measures to reduce the impact on the environment

This is applied
Environmental

both to depletion
costs calculated

(e.g. liming).

and to degradation

in terms of maintenance

of natural

resources.

costs are shown in the

accounts in a similar way to the changes in assets valuation. Emission costs are
shown in the capital account for the particular ecosystem into which the emission
first takes place. Transfers from the first medium to other media (e.g. from air to

lfIDefined on the basis of, for instance, critical load limits for different substances ad
17

SEEA,paragraph 307, p. 108.

eCOSySkSIIS.

soil and water) are not shown in the SEEA. The increase in the value of the natural
resources

owing to restoration

measures

performed

by the State is assumed

to

correspond to the cost of these measures.

For instance, the acidification

of forests or fresh water could have been wholly or

partly avoided by a number of measures. The cost of these measures is shown in
the accounts as a negative item on the capital account for forestland
water

areas.

This hypothetical

Furthermore,

cost is used

of the damage.

the costs are deducted from the value added of the emitting sectors,

by being shown as depreciation
environmental
The

as a valuation

and fresh-

value

of environmental

costs is parallel to the calculation

of what

is degraded

is calculated

capital. This way of calculating
of depreciation

of real capital.

by the replacement

cost,

or

alternatively to the cost of measures to prevent the resource from being degraded.
In the case of natural resources it is often impossible

to replace a lost asset, and

therefore the costs of preventive measures are calculated.

This way of using maintenance costs has been questioned on several grounds. EDP
calculated

with

environmental

this method

could

rise one year if the price

of avoiding

impacts, e.g. emissions, were falling - even if the implied measures

were not taken and emissions were actually growing. 18

Furthermore,

deducting imputed costs involves many implicit assumptions. If these

costs were actually

incorporated

in the production

costs the implied

market

equilibrium ought to be calculated. The price structure imposed on the economy by
adding

these

imputed

values

is different

from the original

price

structure.

Behaviour of the economic agents will be affected, and hence the whole structure
of the economy will change, depending on how large the disparity is. 19Therefore,
it is argued, a simple deduction
calculation

of the imputed

costs is not appropriate.

should instead involve using general equilibrium

The

models, since the

18See sou lg92:37 for further discussion.
Ig This critique is of course applicable whenever market prices are biased due to extemalitie%
regardless of valuation method.
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(potentially large) changes will cause relative prices to change and a totally new
equilibrium to arise.

2.4

Environmental

A large

number

accounting

of countries

in other countries

have developed

environmental

accounts,

with

differing levels of ambition. Most countries limit themselves to physical accounts
and certain
expenditures).

environment-related

disaggregation

(e.g. environmental

protection

Valuation is usually made only of economic natural assets.

Case studies in developing countries have naturally focused on resource depletion.
One of the earliest studies is the study of Indonesia (Repetto et al. (1989)20 Repetto
et al’s study is restricted to economic natural assets, valued with market prices.

The UN has during the eighties
developing

countries

to compile

and nineties
environmental

co-operated

with a number

accounts.zl

of

The compilations

include economic natural assets, such as forest, soil and minerals, and expenditures
on environmental

protection.

Peskin and Delos Angeles has in a study for the Philippines
studies of environmental
dose-response

degradation

in the environmental

included valuation

accounts .22 They use

functions to estimate the damage, and value the loss with prices on

closely related goods and services that are sold on the market.

Most Western countries have either avoided valuation or used abatement costs as a
proxy for damage

costs. In a recent study for the European

commission

on

20Repetto et.al. [1989]
2I see e.g. proceedings from L4RIW conference in Tokyo 1996 (IARIW [1996]) and proceedingsfrom
London group meetings: Bureau of Economic Analysis [1995], Statistics Sweden [1996c],
Statistics Canada [1994] and [1997].
22 Peskin et.al[ 1996]
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methodological
an elaborate
compiled,

problems in environmental
database

on abatement

accounting, the authors suggested that

costs and cleaner technologies

together with the integrated

physical

and economic

should be

accounts.zs This

database is to be used in a dialogue with politicians, by way of showing the costs to
reach suggested emission targets. This information
set of alternative
expressed

adjusted NDP measures.

in physical

terms, possibly

could then be aggregated to a

The environmental

complemented

benefits would be

with information

of the

damages avoided.

The most notable

exception

to the f abatement

cost-based

valuations

in the

Western countries is the EU project ExtemE, which is part of the EU project on
Environmental

Indicators

and Green Accounting

project aims at developing an accounting framework
externalities
functions,

of the use of fossil

(COIvl @4) 670 final).

The

for assessing environmental

fuels, by way of estimating

dose-response

Areas included are human health (which is the largest part), building

materials, crops, forests, freshwater, fisheries and biodiversity.

On the level of individual countries, most studies on damage costs are on a smaller
scale, such as the Norwegian studies on health effects from air pollutants.24 They
are typically not included in the environmental

accounts.

3 Theoretical model for the sulphur and nitrogen study
In this section I will outline a model for the environmental

adjustments made in the

empirical study carried out at the Swedish National Institute of’Economic Research
(NIER). The aim is to provide a structure for the damage valuations.

In the study, the effects of sulphur and nitrogen emissions on welfare, real capital
and the quality and quantity of renewable resources are included. The damages are
mainly stock effects, but some damages are due to the flow of emissions (health

23EU [1997]
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effects

and corrosion).

Depletion

of exhaustible

resources

or degradation

of

renewable resources due to other causes (e.g. land use) is not included.

The effects included in the empirical study are
.

Depreciation of real capital: corrosion

●

Depreciation

.

Depreciation of labour stock health effects

of natural capital: fish stock, forest stock, water (lakes and sea)

This results in loss of
●

marketed products: fish, timber, corrosive materials, working hours

.

non-marketed

.

recreational values from forests, lakes and sea

products: fish

The effects are thus both through reduced flows and reduced quality of stocks.
Corrosion and health effects are due to current flow of pollutants; the other effects
are due to the size of the stock of pollutants in the ecosystems.

In Table 3. I, the components included in our study are listed. The first column shows
the kind of effects, the second column shows the affected items included in the
empirical study, the third column shows the corresponding
model (to be defined below) and the fourth column
estimate the prices.

24

Seee.g.
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variables in the theoretical

which method was used to

Table 3.1. Components

in the valuation s~udy and corresponding

variables

in the

mdel

Liming, sewage water
treatment
Health care costs, catalytic
converters
Corrosion

Environmental
protection
expenditures

Corrosion
Timber growth
Fkh stock
Labour supply (health)
Crop damages
Health
Recreation, groundwater
quality

losses

Welfare effects

Costestimation
Cost estimation

~ times
part of c
l.~, ~times
part of F and C
k~ k(E)

Nitrate in groundwater

Changes in market
value
Production

k~f(b)

Dose-response function
Cost estimation

hKk(E)
L~gXdX/dt
ksgzdX/dt
k, I(E)
Lower F
U~E
UXX,U1dX/dt

Dose-response
Dose-response
Dose-response
Dose-response
Dose-response
CV study
CV study

function
function
function
function
function

All the components relate to emissions and effects of different forms of nitrogen (both
to air and water) and sulphur dioxide.zs The environmental
which are a disaggregation
catalytic converters,

of the conventional

accounts, include costs of liming,

health care, corrosion and sewage treatment plants. The wealth

effects consist of depreciation
and of depreciation

of real estates due to high nitrate levels in groundwater

of real capital due to corrosion.

estimates of reduced timber growth due to acidification,
eutrofication

protection expenditures,

and acidification,

ambient concentration

The production

losses are

loss of fish catches due to

crop losses due to ozone and sick-leaves due to high

of nitrogen oxides. Welfare effects were estimated through a

contingent valuation study, where the willingness

to pay for avoiding damages from

acidification,

and air pollution (nitrogen oxides)

eutrofication,

nitrate in groundwater

was asked for.

There are a number of ways in which a model including environmental
formulated.
different
pollution,

Hartwick

specifications
while

[1990] and Hamilton
of effects

M2iler [1991]

[1996] develop a series of models for

on environmental
develops

effects can be

one

model

resources
including

and welfare
both

abatement, time allocation to different purposes and household production.

25F~~~ description of the valuations, see NIER[ 19981.
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from

pollution,

The utility function in such a model often contains benefits from non-market
and services as well as market consumption.

However,

goods

as pointed out by Usher

[198 1], there is no reason to include stocks that are unchanging,

as long as we are

focusing on intertemporal

welfare analysis for a single economy. The issue in focus is

the difference

the environmentally

conventional

between

adjusted

NDP measure

(EDP)

and

NDP, not the absolute level, and thus an addition of the benefits from a

non-deteriorated

environment

is not essential as long as they are constant. Thus the

stock of natural resources is not an argument in the utility function. Leisure is not
included

in the utility

comprehensible

function

either,

since

the

aim

is not

to construct

a

welfare measure, but only to capture the effects from sulphur and

nitrogen.

I specify the utility function as U(C,E,X)
aggregate consumption

where C = market consumption

of an

good, E is a vector of emissions, E = [S02, NOX, NH3] and X

is a vector of the stocks of these three pollutants.

Pollution is a ‘bad’, so UN and

U,i <0.

The social planner’s optimisation

problem is to choose consumption,

of the natural capital stocks, R, abatement

C, harvest rate

rate, b, and emission rate, E, so as to

maximise26

(3.1) ~t.J(C,Z,7)e-”dr
t
St.
(3.2)

K =F(K,L,R,E)

-C-z

f,(b,)-iiK
J

(Si,Xj)

(3.5) ~,=(l-cxj)Ej

),

j = S02, NO,, NH,

J

n–l(E)>O

(3.3) i=n-l(ENox),
(3.4) S, =~g,
j

-~kj(E,

- R, i = forest,>sh

-b,

+1, -d,,

j = S02, NOX, NH,

j = SO,, NOX, NH,,
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O<ct<l

where
U = utility function
F = production function
C = consumption
X = pollution stock
K = real capital stock
L = labour stock
E = emission of pollutants (proportional to energy use in the production function)
S = natural resource stock
R = harvest
f = abatement cost function
b = abatement rate
g = growth of stock
8 = depreciation rate, excluding depreciation due to pollution
k = depreciation of capital due to pollution
1= labour supply effects as a function of pollution
d = dissipation rate (exogenous)
I = import of pollutants (exogenous)
CK= part of emissions that is exported
z = time
The utility function is strictly concave, increasing in consumption

C and decreasing in

E and X. The growth equations for the stocks are assumed to be concave. Choice
v~iables

are consumption,

and emissionslenergy

harvest of resources (R) , environmental

expenditures

(b)

E – which is because the use of energy is chosen, and with

given technology, this results in a given level of emissions.

Production
resources
concave

is a function

of Iabour L and capital K, of the harvesting

R and emissions/energy
and increasing

in all variables.

captured in the conventional
k(e), is not explicitly

E. The production
All variables

of natural

function is assumed

strictly

that affect the capital are

accounts, though depreciation of capital due to pollution,

accounted

for.

To simplify the model, I assume that the

emission rates are fixed and that emissions are equal to energy use. Thus the variable
E can be interpreted in the production function either as energy use or as (a positive)
“input” of emissions. I will suppress the fact that emissions are also generated in the
consumption

phase,

and assume

that these emissions

are accounted

26Bar denotes vector. Time indices are suppressed to simplify notation.
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for in the

production

emission rates. The valuation

estimates

in the empirical study refer to

effects from both production and consumption emissions.

Production can be used for consumption of marketed goods and services C, abatement
of emissions f(b) and investment. The stock of real capital depreciates by a constant
depreciation

rate 6, and additional

depreciation

k(E), which depends

emissions (here, additional corrosion due to acidification).
real capital (eq. 4.2) is thus net investment.
in the consumption

on current

The change in the stock of

Public consumption

is implicitly present

variable C, and so abatement costs f(b) are actually a separately

shown part of C. The abatement

cost function

measures that reduce the stock of pollutants,
directly reduce emissions

f(b) includes

only the costs for

i.e. it does not include measures that

given the amount of emissions.

E.g. it includes costs for

liming and sewage water treatment but not costs for catalytic converters, fuel switches
and filters that reduce sulphur emissions. Measures for reducing emissions result in a
lower level of E; the costs for these are included in the costs of production.
could be separately shown, but are part of the conventional

These

NDP. Both f(b) and k(E)

are assumed to be concave fimctions.

The labour supply is affected by pollution in that sick-leaves
increase due to high ambient concentrations

and early retirements

of pollution. Population growth is not a

central issue in this context and thus is represented

only by a constant, to keep the

functions simple. The health effects on labour supply l(E) in this study are very small
compared to population growth, and hence the assumption n>l(E) is not a very daring
one. Nevertheless,

population

growth

may be represented

by a more plausible

function in future versions of the model.
Furthermore,

the supply of labour is not a decision

by the households;

i.e. the

households do not optimise the allocation of time between Iabour and leisure. This is
because the value of leisure is not central to the study, which focuses on effects from
environmental

externalities.

As in the case of depreciation

of real capital, it is important

effects that reduce the conventional
supply

in the current

period,

these

not to double count

NDP. If the health effects reduce the labour
changes
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are already

accounted

for in the

conventional

NDP and so should not be deducted. If, on the other hand, the damages

affect labour supply in coming periods, an adjustment

should be made in the EDP

calculations.

The natural resource stocks grow at a normal rate, which is affected by the stock of
pollution (g(S,X)). The growth function g is non-decreasing

in S and non-increasing

in X. Damage from pollution is measured as a quantity change of the resource stocks
(e.g. slower growth of the timber stock due to accumulation

of acidifying substances

in the soil). The quality aspects are captured in the utility function of the households.
Abatement

in this model includes

sewage treatment).

goverrtmental

The stock of pollution,

abatement

services

finally, is assumed

(liming

and

to increase by the

emitted amount of pollutants less the dissipation rate, d (e.g. the buffering ability of
forest soil). The import of pollution, I, is an important factor since a large part of the
deposited sulphur and nitrogen oxides come from abroad.

The linearized current value Hamiltonian of the optimal growth problem is27

(3.6)

H(r) = UCC+UXX

+a~~(s,

x)–

+U,E+2~

[F(K,L,R,E)-C-f(b)

-6..

-k(E)]

+[n[l(E)])]

R]+ Ax[(l–a)E–b+I–d]

The first order conditions for the optimisation are

(3.7) ==04.=2.
(3.8) ~=04~

=A~F~

(3.9) g=o=uE+(l-a)Ax
(3.10)

~=o--a.fb-~x

-aK(FE-kE)-aLl.

=o

=0

However, the first order conditions will not be needed in the following. The focus of
interest is instead the equations

of motion for the shadow prices for the stocks.

27 In the following, I will suppress indices for natural resource stocks and pollutants in order to
simplify notation.
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Dasgupta and Miiler [1999] have shown that the results for green NNP carry through
to suboptimal

cases, i.e. that local prices can be used. If we have a good enough

estimate of local prices, they will support the actual trajectory of the economy.

The differential equations for the shadow prices of stocks are:
(3.11)

aK =raK-g=aK(r-FK+a)

(3.12) j,=

rA, -~=

r2~ -A~F~

(3.13) a. =rA~-~=A~(r-g.)
(3.14) ix =rAx -~=r~x

-Ux

-Asgx

The differential equation for the shadow price of the real capital stock K implies that
in steady state, the marginal productivity

of capital should equal the sum of the

discount rate, r, and the depreciation rate&

The shadow price of natural capital is defined similarly to the price of real capital,
following an arbitrage condition that says that the price changes when the growth rate
of the stock differs from the discount rate. The shadow price of labour, L~, is equal to
the discounted

present

value

of the shadow

price

of capital

times

marginal

productivity.

The (negative) value of pollution,

finally, is larger if the effect of pollution on the

natural resource growth or on utility increases. If the stock of pollution increases, the
(negative) price of pollution also gets larger. That is, the price of pollution increases
with the damage of pollution, valued by its effect on the growth of the resource stock
and on the utility of households.

The differential equation for the shadow price of pollution has the solution
(3.15)

Ax = J(UX + 2,~gx ) e“’(’-’)dz

t

i.e. the discounted sum of the marginal disutility of pollution and the impaired growth
of renewable

natural resources.

damages to natural resources
(environmentally

This equals the sum of the marginal value of the
and households.zg From the expression

for the EDP

adjusted net domestic product) we thus see that the change in the

stock is valued both by its utility for households,

U,, and by its effect on production,

while the current stock of pollution is only valued by its utility for households.

The linearized Hamiltonian

gives the expression,for

(3.16) EDP=UcC+A~K+A~L

EDP in utility terms:

+A~S+U,E+UxX+AxX

The expression may be divided through with UC, to convert into units of the numeraire
good. Note that the effects from the current flow of emissions E are different from
those from the change in the pollution

stock. High concentrations

of sulphur and

nitrogen in the air affect health, crops etcetera; when deposited in water and soil they
add to eutrofication

and acidification.

The first two terms equal the conventional

net national product. The next terms add

changes of the labour supply and the natural resource stock. The last three terms are
adjustments
(negative)

for marginal values (damages)
values

of pollution.

of the current flow of emissions

pollution, valued at households’

Term five and six are the

and of the present

stock of

marginal valuation. The last term reflects the value

of additions to the stock of pollution, which is valued both by its future effects on
production and on the current utility of households.

It should be noted that not all of the components
NDP since they are simply an environment-related
NDP or estimations

of ‘consumption

protection expenditures

NDP; liming and sewage treatments

Public expenditures

disaggregation

foregone’ (i.e. production

lower due to pollution). The environmental
conventional

in table 1 are to be deducted from
of conventional

of market goods is
are all included in

are part of public expenditures.

are not explicitly represented but may be viewed as contained in

28 Dwages from pollution j70ws are not present here, since this is the shadow price of the stock of
pollution. They are reflected in the prices of real capital and labor.
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C. Environmental

protection

and reduce

net investment.

consumption

expenditures

expenditures
Health

reduce the growth of the pollution stock

care and corrosion

that are part of

are not explicitly shown in the model. Firms’ expenditures

for treating corrosion are part of investment.
the sulphur-nitrogen

costs

The health effects on labour supply in

study are partly current effects that are included in conventional

NDP; earlier retirement and early deaths that decrease future labour supply. The longterm effects are included as a function of emissions l(E).

The expression for EDP shows that in the case of effects on production,

only stock

changes should be included in the EDP estimate. Current effects are already implicitly
included,

since NDP has a lower value than it should have had in the absence of

environmental

effects.2g The same applies to effects on market consumption.

In the

case of utility effects, however, both current and future effects should be included.

In a market economy, the stock of pollution
optimisation

is not internalised,

and therefore the

problem of the economy does not include the adjustments for the effects

of pollution shown above. As an approximation

of how welfare is actually changing

due to our choices, we can estimate the shadow prices according to the theoretical
model and add the ‘missing’ terms (i.e. the last four terms in the EDP expression) to
conventional

NDP. An alternative

calculation

would be to internalise

the external

effects in the prices by introducing optimal taxes.30

4 Valuation of effects of emissions of sulphur and
nitrogen in Sweden
In this section, I will describe the valuations of environmental

effects of stdphur and

nitrogen emissions that were done at the NIER in a project of which I was a part. The
exposition

follows the SEEA framework.

The methods chosen in the study are the

29 In tie model I have separated the accelerated depreciation due
depreciation.

to

pollution ffom the “nOrmal”

ones included in the 1993 SEEA together with estimation of production
dose-response

losses using

functions; the latter being the method most compatible with economic

theory.

The data on costs and darnages has been compiled
of a thorough
follows

different

inventory

of data and surveys

the SEEA interim handbook
valuation

information

methods

on currently

by several persons,
available.sl

Aggregation

and aims at providing

and their implications.

available knowledge

and is the result
of the data

an overview

The analysis

about the economic

of the

also provides
implications

of

sulphur and nitrogen emissions.

Effects on market goods, such as timber, are valued with market prices. If timber
cutting affects the recreational or non-use values of the forest, this would show in the
welfare effects of stock changes (this effect is however not included in the empirical
study). The impacts on environmental

goods are valued both with market prices of

similar goods and with willingness-to-pay
households’

(WTP) estimates.

harvests of fish are diminished

As an example,

the

as the stocks of nitrogen and sulphur

increases. The estimated catch loss is valued by market prices of fish, while decreased
welfare due to lower quality of the fishing waters is captured by WTP estimates.

We also tried to detect possible
eutrofication.
expenditure

Both
accounts

the

emission

estimations

are disaggregation

accounts. The presentation
to the damage-based

wealth

decreases

in wealth
and

the

due to acidification
environmental

of the ordinay

asset

and

protection

and production

of the results starts with these disaggregations,

moves on

valuations and finally the cost-based valuation. But first, some

data from the Swedish

physical

environmental

accounts

together with a brief description of the effects of sulphur and nitrogen.

30See Aronsson and Lofgren [1996].
31See NIERII 998] and annexes.
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will be shown

4.1

Nitrogen and sulphur emissions and their effects

Table 4.1 shows emission

data from the physical

environmental

physical emission accounts are reworkings of environmental
classification.

accounts.

The

statistics to fit the SNA

Data on emissions of sulphur dioxide (S02), nitrogen oxides (NOX) and

ammonia (NH3) to air are presented for 16 sectors of industry and commerce and for
private

and public

consumption.sz

Emissions

of nitrogen

to soil and water

are

calculated on a preliminary basis.ss

Table 4.1. Physical measures of Swedish emissions of sulphur and nitrogen and
economic data bv sector. Emissions in thousands of tons
Y to
Value added, Employment,
NOX
so~
L

water

Agriculture
Forestry
Fisheries
Manufacturing
industry
Other industry
commerce
Total

The most substantial

0.0 42.0
0.0 0.0
0.9
0.0
5.2
0.0

1.4
0.3
0.1
53.0

19.3
13.9
4.7
51.0

49.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

54.0

212.1

1.0

29.1

108.8

301.0

51.0

35.2

and

effect of acidification

ecosystem services, e.g. less biodiversity.

miltionSEK

housands
!lOurs

7
17
1
219

158
56
9
1313

7.8

582

3026

49.8

825

4561

and eutrofication

alike is the loss of

Lost ecoservices include edible fish, fungi,

herbs, vegetables and wild animals. The loss of services might also include esthetical
and recreational values.

Sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides lowers the pH-value in the soil, i.e. causes
acidification.

Acidification

e.g. ahtminium,

reduces the number of base-cations

and causes metals,

to precipitate. This alters the chemical balance in the soil, which

restricts the uptake of nutrients for trees and other plants, and causes the flora to
change to a less diverse mix with more grass and fewer berries. Some of the better
edible fungi also disappear. Acid deposition

also accelerates corrosion on metals

32fj~tistics Sweden [1996a], Physical accounts for emissions to air are available on a disaggregadon
level of 136 branches. In Annex 1, a more detailed description of the sources of sulphur and
nitrogen emissions is given.
33NIER and Statistics Sweden [1998].
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of

and stone materials.

It also accelerates

the deterioration

of other materials,

like

paper (which can show in museums and libraries).

Nitrogen oxides contribute,

together with VOC (volatile organic compounds),

the forming of tropospherical

to

ozone. Ozone is detrimental

to human health and

damages plants, and thus gives rise to loss of agricultural

crops. High ambient

concentration

of nitrogen oxides in the air (which occurs primarily in larger cities)

is also detrimental

to human health. The health problems caused by an increased

ambient concentration
higher susceptibility
High concentration

Nitrogen

of nitrogen oxides are mainly respiratory

of nitrate in drinking water is carcinogenic.

of the ecosystem.

Excess

supply of nutrients,

Eutrofication

poor soils to disappear. Fast-growing,
Eutrofication

from

to ordinary respiratory infections to asthma and lung cancer.

is also a nutrient.

equilibrium

diseases,

eutrofication,

alters the

causes species that are accustomed

fast-spreading

to

(r-strategic) herbs will dominate.

of water results in fast growth of r-strategic herbs (e.g. blooming of blue

algae), which can be problematic per se, and also causes lack of oxygen. This in turn
makes it impossible for many species, both fish, shellfish and herbs, to survive.

4.2

Wealth effects

In this section the accounts are disaggregated

to show the causes of changes in the

value of the real and natural capital stocks. Reductions in the market value of stocks
due to society’s environmental

impact are identified and are treated as depreciation of

natural capital.

Table 4.2 Decrease in the value of natural resources
Millions of SEK
110
Nitrate in groundwater
Corrosion
969
Total
1079
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Groundwater

nitrate

Nitrate in private wells should be expected to reduce the value of the properties by the
cost of installing
possibility

a purification

system with filters connected

of doing a hedonic pricing study was examined,

to the well. The

but we could not find

enough data foundation for this. Since no evidence could be found in the data, it was
also assumed
depreciation

that the depreciation

rates in the national

accounts

do not cover

due to nitrate in private wells. Instead, the capital depreciation

was

estimated by the cost to install filters to reduce the nitrate content. On the basis of a
5% real discount rate for operating costs, the present value of the additional cost for

all house owners to “solve” their nitrate well problems works out at SEK 4.4 billions4,
which should reduce their property values by the same sum. But only half the sum,
i.e. SEK 2.2 billion is attributed to nitrate, because the filter system also removes
other pollutants. Annualised over 20 years, according to the pattern above, the fall in
price is SEK 110 million per year.3s

Corrosion
Acid

deposition

accelerates

corrosion.

Sulphur

dioxide

is more corrosive

than

nitrogen oxides. The materials susceptible to corrosion are metals and limestone, but
also other stone materials, paint and paper. The most noticeable

items affected are

cars, buildings, machines, pipes, cables, sculptures and stone carvings.

The items included in this calculation are cars, buildings, certain cultural items, water
pipes and certain steel constructions

like road and bridge railings, power lines and

antennas.

Other potentially

large entries that weren’ t possible

sufficient

certainty

estimates

are done by using data and dose-response

Institute,

but

are ground

also from

other

installations

sources

and electrical

such

contact

functions

as research

34 160,000*7,500+160,000*

1,00W0.05=4.4billion.
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material.

with
The

from the Corrosion
reports.

information has not been found, ad hoc data have been gathered.3h

35NIER[ 1998], Larsson[ 1996].
36 I.UER[1998], Andersson[ 1994].

to determine

Where

such

Some of the extra corrosion

caused by acid deposition

included in GDP as maintenance
environmental

protection

are taken care of, and is

of capital. This is aicounted

expenditure

(EPE) accounts.

for separately in the

The corrosion

that is not

abated is viewed as depreciation of capital, and can be seen as a disaggregation

of the

national accounts in the same manner as the EPE’s. The corrosion caused by sulphur
dioxide has been estimated

in a study for the NIER in 1994.37 These results have

fiuther been used to estimate the corrosion
corrosion

due to nitrogen oxides. The share of

damages attributed to nitrogen is difficult to estimate and is a matter of

dispute. We use very conservative estimates that pertain only to the materials where it
is known that nitrogen has a corrosive effect. The additional

corrosion

caused by

nitrogen is estimated to be about 10 percent of the total additional corrosion due to
acidification.

The reduction in the value of real capital is assumed to correspond
restoring/protecting

to the cost of

the capital. The corrosion figure used here corresponds

to costs

that has not been inflicted, as distinct from the corrosion item already accounted for as
environmental

protection costs, which are costs actually borne. Since it has not been

possible to find data, the estimates of the total costs of corrosion is based on the
assumption that 5070 of the additional corrosion caused by the sulphur precipitation

is

not abated. Given a real discount rate of 5 Yo, corrosion causes the value of capital
stocks to drop by SEK 40 billion. This is spread over a number of years. If an
annualisation of 20 years is applied, it results in a corrosion-related

10SSof services of

SEK 2 billion per year.

Comments
The wealth effect estimations

comprise

reductions

in the market value of natural

capital due to society’s environmental

impact. If the assets considered are economic

assets, this is merely a disaggregation

of data already present in the national accounts.

This disaggregation
ascertained.

requires that the causes of the price changes can be reliably

The method is therefore best applicable

37Andersson[ 1994].
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in countries where the use of

natural resources

is large and leads to appreciable

damage, for instance felling of

forests, soil erosion and pollution of water resources.

Environmental

change is often slow and a displays

applies to eutrofication

and acidification.

considerable

time lags. This

Such change maps into changes of the

market price, but this process cannot be observed with any degree of reliability, unless
the process has advanced

very far. Algae blooms,

depletion

market

of fish

considerably.

cause

prices

foul-smelling

of properties

creeks and local

at lakeside

sites

to fall

However, it has not been possible to disentangle price changes that can

be attributed to eutrofication

and acidification,

Sweden’s most pressing environmental

problems.

despite the fact that these are two of

4.3

Environmental

protection

Some of the goods and services
environment

expenditures

that are produced

from negative environmental

The aim of environmental
large a proportion

protection

are used in to protect

the

impacts from other goods and services.

expenditures

(EPE) account is to show how

of the output value that goes into this type of environmental

protection. EPE are defined as measures that are designed to reduce the burden on the
environment.

Management

of natural resources is not included. Investment in cleaner

technology is not environmental

protection expenditure

if the main purpose is other

than protection of the environment.

The primary purpose of an investment

is, however, often difficult to identify. This

results in rather large difficulties in accounting for environmental
new technologies

are less harmful for the environment,

expenditures.

Many

even though that is not the

reason why they are introduced. Measures that increase efficiency, e.g. energy saving
measures,
chiefly

may reduce costs rather than increase them. The EPE covers therefore

such

replacement

things

as cleaning

of environmentally

equipment,

i.e.

dangerous substances

“end-of-pipe”

solutions,

and

with less darnaging products

(e.g. unleaded petrol).

The environmental

protection

costs in table 4.3 are calculated

on the basis of pilot

studies carried out at Statistics Sweden and the NIER. The liming figures for fresh
water and forest soil are total liming costs for 1991. These costs are borne by the
State. The liming figure for agricultural
expenditures
is attributable

soil is calculated

on the basis of farmers’

on lime in 1991, on the assumption that 20% of the liming requirement
to emissions

University of Agricultural

of sulphur

into the air (according

to the Swedish

Sciences). The costs of catalytic converters are calculated

from cost information relating to various makes and models of cars, multiplied by the
number of registrations of new cars in 1991.38

38Johansson [1996].
42

Health care costs comprise additional costs of medicines and care costs in respect of
health problems that are related to increased contents of N02.3Q Correspondingly,
corrosion

cost is the additional

(buildings,

cost incurred

vehicles, infrastructure,

for protecting/repairing

real capital

water main systems and protection

of historical

values). The additional costs caused by acidification
been estimated

the

due to sulphnr deposition have

at SEK 1937 million.’$o We have no reliable information

about the

extent to which these measures have actually been taken; we have therefore divided
the total equally between hypothetical and actual costs.

Sewage-treatment

plants remove nitrogen, phosphorus

sewage and wastewater.
eutrofication

equivalents.

and biological

The share of the three substances
These equivalents

material from

can be converted

are used as weights

into

for calculating

nitrogen’s share of the cost.Al

Table 4.3 Environmental
nitrogen
Millions of SEK
Liming

protection

costs related

These environmental
to emissions

730
2503

I

protection costs are only a part of the costs that can be attributed
the manufacturing

protection costs are omitted. According to the pilot studies, sulphur-

and nitrogen-related
is approximately

and

118
-7
5
225
450
968

of sulphur and nitrogen. Owing to data difficulties,

environmental

of sulphur

130

Fresh water
Forest soil
Agricultural soil
Catalytic converters

Health care costs
Corrosion
Sewage-treatment plants
Total

to emissions

protection expenditures

total almost SEK 3 billion per year. This

0.2% of GDP. R would be possible to save part of these costs if the

39 Hahn [1996].
40 Estimated ~Sdescribed in the previous section on wealth effects. For a more detailed description of
the corrosion estimations, see Andersson[ 1994].
41Johansson[ 1996].
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use of sulphur-

and nitrogen-containing

inputs

were to decrease.

It should

be

emphasised, though, that these figures are both incomplete and uncertain.

It is very difficult to link the costs to the reduction of specific substances – especially
to find data on the quantity
substances simultaneously,

reduced.

Many measures

remove

several polluting

and it is difficult to determine how large a proportion

the costs that is ath-ibutable to one of these substances.

Internationally,

are currently trying to find methods to link environmental

protection expenditures

of

accountants
and

emission reductions.

4.4

Production

losses

The production boundary is expanded to include nature’s production

of all kinds of

herbs, animals and ecosystems. Many of the biological effects are well known but are
difficult to quantify. We have quantified damages related to timber, crops, human
health, fish and shellfish.

The estimates include only a small proportion

of the conceivable

effects caused by

sulphur and nitrogen. Effects on flora and fauna are not included, apart from certain
edible fish. Because the underlying information
conservative in our assessments,

is uncertain, we have chosen to be

so that the estimates represent a lower limit.

Table 4.4 Estimated loss of output 1991
Millions of SEK

Timber output
Fishing
Agricultural crops
Health
Total

Acid@cation
800
16

Eutrofka
tion

Ozone

Ambient cone.
of NOX

80
500

816

500

80

44

650
650

Total
800
96
500
650
2iti6

Timber production
The productivity reduction in forests owing to acidification is the damage that occurs
as a result of sulphur emission

in 1991, under the assumption

that the emissions

decrease according to the Geneva protocols.lz The reduction is calculated with a doseresponse function that specifies how the deposition of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen
oxides affects the soil chemist~,

and how this in turn affects the growth rate of spruce

and pine.lq The loss is valued at market prices. The time period studied is from 1900
to 2200. The period when most of the damages occur is between 2005 and 2020. As
the emissions of pollutants were much larger before 1991, the part that is ascribed to
1991 is very small (just under 1 percent of the total acidification

caused by human

actions during the time period). From the point of view of environmental

national

accounts, this is the correct way to account for the damages. For each year the costs of
the negative external effects of the year’s production

me deducted

from the total

production value.

Fish stocks
Only fresh-watercourses

are acidified

in Sweden.

Freshwater

fish is no longer

profitable to sell in the market, partly due to small catches and a health warning on
fresh water fish in Sweden. The loss of income in recreational angling due to acidified
fresh water is calculated

at the prices per kilo (not caught due to acidification)

charged in the market.

Eutrofication

occurs both in fresh water and in the Baltic Sea, though the eutrofication

in fresh water is mainly due to phosphorus,

not nitrogen.

eutrofication,

is lost in recreational

fish catches of SEK 24 million

Out of the total for
angling and

SEK 56 million in fishing by trade (net value).~ The losses are calculated
loss of fish catches were proportional
acidification and eutrofication.

to the estimated

as if the

loss of fish stocks due to

It should be noted that the loss of fish is quantified for

42NIER [1998], section 3.1, Sk~nberg [1994].
Sverdrup & Warfvinge[ 1994]. Their resuks has been disputed by other researchers; see
43 Foll~~i~g
e.g. McLaughlin [1985].
44 NIER [1998] section 5.1, Brann and Ahn6r [ I$!W.
45

different kinds of fish, which is important

since the fish that are most sensible to

pollution often are the best quality fishes, like char and salmon. The prices used are
market prices for the different species.

Labour - health effects
The health effects are mostly due to ambient concentrations
larger

cities,

concentration

which

causes

of nitrogen oxides in the

respiratory

diseases.

The

SEK 650

millions

for

of NOX in the atmosphere

comprises

the loss of output owing to

diseases caused by nitrogen per year.45 Of the production losses, 420 millions are due
to earlier retirement

and 230 millions due to sick-leaves.

using a study on the contribution

The estimates

of high NOX concentrations

are made

on respiratory diseases

and data on average wages.

Agricultural
Ozone

is

crops
formed

from

hydrocarbons

conditions.4c Damage to agricultural
calculated

to approximately

and

nitrogen

oxides,

crops from tropospherical

under

certain

ozone has been

SEK 1 billion per annum in two Swedish studies.4T

Since the forming of ozone is a complex process, a general estimate of the part
played by N or VOC is difficult.
proportion

We have attributed

of 50%. Ozone also affects forestland

however,

proved possible

to nitrogen

a standard

and human health; it has not,

to quantify this effect. Nor has it been possible

to

calculate the impact of acidification on agricultural land.

Comments
The attempts to quantify the effects with the aid of dose-response
revealed

a great lack of data and reliable

knowledge

functions have

in this field. Natural

phenomena

are complex and it is diftlctdt to determine their causes. Quantitative

correlations

between the cause and effect of environmental

changes are seldom

45NIER [1998], section 7, Hahn [1996].
46 VOC
+ No
+ sunshine...= 03
47

Haasund and P1eijel,Johansson and Westling, IVL reports for 1990 and 1995.
46

obtainable.

The next step is to estimate how this environmental

change affects

human welfare, which is also difficult. One way is to confine oneself to the purely
economic loss, which is what we have done here, and to make use of the actual
market prices. The calculation shows how much higher a conventional NDP could
have been without the destruction

of the environment.

The economic loss due to

the emissions during one year is, according to our calculations,

marginal; it may

however be interesting to study time series of such calculations.

As only the loss of a few goods is calculated in this version, and only market prices
are used, only a small part of the welfare effects are shown. In order to understand
the total value of the environmental
option values should, somehow,

resources, the quality of life and the quasi-

be determined.Ag The quasi-option

difficult to estimate and call for a theoretical
and irreversibilities

values are

approach that includes uncertainty

explicitly; the quality of life factor can be determined only by

means of CV studies.

4.5

Welfare effects

The UN interim handbook includes contingent valuation (CV) as a valuation method.
The NIER carried out a national CV study in 1996, asking how much people were
willing to pay in order to avoid the acidification

and eutrofication

problems

at a

national level.4g The respondents were asked how much they would be willing to pay
on a yearly basis, given that all people in Sweden would pay the same amount via the
tax bill. The five environmental
lakes and forests; eutrofication
nitrogen in groundwater.

issues they were asked to value were; acidification of
of lakes and coastal areas and increased

The respondents

levels of

were also asked about the frequency of

48 Quasi-option value is the value of preserving options for future use given some expectation of the
growth of knowledge. Cf. oprion value, which represents the future value that can be foreseen
today.
@ The ~ fom (in Swedish) is reproduced in Annex 2.
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various

open-air

activities.

Information

about

how Swedes

valued

the various

activities was obtained from other sources.so

Table 4.5 Valuation with willingness-to-pay
Acid@ation

Eutrofication

Eutrofication

450

Fishing
Recreation, Baltic
Recreation, lakes
Groundwater
Forest, recreation
Health
Total

studies. Millions of SEK
Nitrate

NO. cone.
in air

Total

450
2500

4700

900
2500

2400

7500
2000

2000
2300
7450

and acidification

The effects of eutrofication

5350

2000

2300
3300
18500

3300
3300

of lakes and the Baltic Sea

on fresh and brackish

water involves

fast growth of

certain algae (some of them toxic), which causes lack of oxygen and poor visibility.
These effects contribute to the disappearance

of more vulnerable species that cannot

adjust to the new situation, with local depletion of species as a consequence.

Lakes

and coastal waters become less attractive for bathing and boating. Willingness to pay
for a 50 percent reduction

of nitrogen emissions

into the Baltic was estimated

at

SEK 10 billion per year in a WTP study made for the Beijer Institute’s Baltic Project.
In the NIER’s WTP study the willingness to pay for remediation

of the eutrofication

of Swedish waters was estimated at SEK 2.5 billion per year. This formulation of the
question is in effect equal to the 50 percent goal in the Beijer study. A possible reason
for the difference between the two results is that the NIER study asked about five
major environmental

problems,

which may have caused the respondents

to take a

different view of their budget constraint than when questions were asked about one
environmental

problem only. The theoretical

model explicitly focused on marginal

values, and the numbers detailed above are rough approximations,
may question

whether

or not the scenarios

marginal changes.

50NIER [1998].
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even though one

in the CV studies do correspond

to

The NIER study indicated a willingness
eutrofication

of lakes and watercourses,

for the Swedish

population

6 million). For acidification

to pay of SEK 390 per person per year for
which corresponds

to about SEK 2.4 billion

(the active part of the population
the willingness

was estimated

at

to pay was higher: SEK 790 per person

per year or SEK 4.7 billion per year for the whole population.

Double counting is

possible to have occurred as regards fishing values.

Acidification

of forests

Studies of the benefits of forests give some background

for the welfare loss from

acidified forests. A study from 1993 shows that the composition
forestry methods
recreational

employed

plays an important

of the forest and the

role in how people perceives

value of the forest.sl The “dream forest” coincides

the

fairly well with a

forest that is not affected by acidification. The willingness to pay in order to deal with
forest acidification
Based

was stated at SEK 375 per person and year in the NIER study.

on other CV studiessz, a recreational

value of 18 billion

for the active

population, or SEK 3000 per person per year, is obtained. The loss of welfare due to
acidification

is thus approximately

10 percent

of the total welfare

gained from

recreation in forests. Again, these numbers are considered to be rough approximations
of the shadow prices derived in the theoretical model.

Eutrofication

and acidification

effects on fishing possibilities

The fish species that are mostly affected by lower pH and lack of oxygen are the
species that are the most attractive for fishing, like salmon and char. The average
value of a recreational fishing day is SEK 200.ss Multiplied by the estimated number
of fishing trips per year, this gives a total value of SEK 9 billion. The reduction in
productivity
pronounced

due

to acidification

eutrofication

of fresh

watercourses

and the

of the Baltic and Kattegatt was estimated

51Mattson and Li [1993].
52J&nttjiirrr[1996].
53Brann and Ahn6r [1996].
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locally

very

at about 107.,

which thus results in a loss of SEK 900 million per year, to be apportioned
between acidification

Health

effects

equally

and eutrofication.s4

from

nitrogen

in

groundwater

and

atmospherical

NOX

concentrations
The willingness

to pay to avoid excessively

which are liable to lead to health problems

high nitrate contents in groundwater,
(e.g. cancer) has been estimated

about SEK 2 billion per annum.ss The willingness
problems caused by high ambient concentrations
costs caused by a deterioration

to be

to pay in order to avoid the

of nitrogen oxides includes both the

in health, in the form of loss of income and costs of

care, and the loss of welfare n the form of various inconveniences.

Comments
The values stated in the CV studies are considerably
calculated. In total they amount to SEK 18-26

higher than the other values

billion, which corresponds to 1-2Y0 of

GDP. A higher figure than in the other versions were to be expected, since the base
investigated is broader. Willingness to pay comprises the additional costs and the loss
of output that the other versions

include,

but also the effects on peoples’ own

subjective welfare. A time series of valuations made in the same way could give an
indication

about changes in how the state of the environment

attitudes (both to different environmental

is perceived

and in

resources and to having to pay in order to be

able to use these).

The NIER’s
distribution,
formulated

survey

was made with Statistics

which comprises

Sweden’s

omnibus

questionnaire

2000 persons. The way in which the questions were

may of course be improved,

and the answers may be analysed more

closely than was done here, but the doubts that arise apply mostly to the general
problems

which we have already discussed

(see section 3.5). A limitation

studies is that the questions must be plain and straightforward

54MER [1998],Section 5.1, see also Brann and Ahn6r [1996].
55NIER [1998], Section 5.3, see also Larsson [1996].
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of CV

in order to be possible

for the respondents

to answer. It can for instance be more difficult to relate to a

hypothetical change in the state of the environment than to the actual situation. This is
why the NIER study concerned today’s situation, not changes in the future. See the
NOAA-report

Environmental

(1993) for detailed discussions about the pros and cons of the CVM.

problems of a national and global nature maybe difficult to relate to in

a survey. The difficulties
problem

are greater when addressing abstract problems than if the

is related to a local question

building close to a recreational
of the environmental

and the change is very pronounced

(road

area, for instance). It is difficult to know what picture

problems

the respondents

had in mind when they answered.

They were asked in the survey whether their immediate surroundings

was acidified or

eutrofied, which to some extent shows the awareness of these problems. If any nearby
natural area has been degraded owing to acidification
expect greater involvement

or eutrofication,

one would

and thus higher WTP. It was however not possible to find

any such correlations.

The NIER’s study of willingness

to pay is comparatively

asks about several major environmental

comprehensive

because it

threats to several different ecosystems,

and

because the investigation is done at a national level. But it is of course difficult to find
out what sum would have been stated for eutrofication

and acidification

had been asked at the same time about all environmental

problems

if questions
occurring

in

Sweden. Johansson and Zavisic (1989) enquired, in a survey, about total willingness
to pay for environmental
budget”.

They arrived

corresponding

protection measures - “the Swedish people’s environmental
at a total value of SEK 4100 - 5400 million

per year,

to an average value of SEK 820 per person per annum (in terms of

1995 SEK). This was in a period when the economy was in a boom. When the
NIER’s survey was carried out the economy was in a recession;

nevertheless,

the

value stated is many times greater. The differences between the two studies may be
due to differences in survey instruments, changing attitudes, etc.

4.6

Abatement

costs

This module features costs that are connected
targets relating

to sulphur

and nitrogen

to the attainment

emissions

of environmental

to air, and changed

farming

practices with regard to emissions of nitrogen into soil and water. The total costs of
avoiding sulphur and nitrogen emissions
Environmental

have been calculated

Protection Agency’s information

on the basis of the

on the costs of specific measures.jc

These consist of the costs of the measures that achieve the national environmental
targets for the substance in question in the cheapest possible way.

To limit sulphur emissions

to 80,000 tons per year costs about SEK 80 million

according to the EPA. The reduction is then achieved primarily by changing the fuel
used in shipping. Nitrogen emissions
cost-effective

into the atmosphere

way by ensuring that all passenger

are reduced in the most

cars comply with environmental

class 2 and that certain measures relating to engines and motors are taken in ships and
machinery. The greatest source of nitrogen emissions into the soil and into water is
agriculture,

where emissions

are most effectively

farming methods, better manure management
establishment

reduced by a changeover

to new

and spreading, catch cropping and the

of wetlands.

Table 4.6 Costs of avoiding emissions of sulphur and nitrogen up to the politically set
environmental tar et. Millions o SEK

The calculations

are complete in the sense that these measures would bring about a

reduction in Swedish emissions to the targeted level for Swedish emissions of sulphur
and nitrogen. Eutrofication

and acidification

would decrease if the measures

were

carried out. On the other hand, they would not be sufficient to eliminate the problems,
because emissions of other substances, such as phosphorus,

56Environmental Protection Agency reports 4530 and 4645.
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hydrocarbons

and, above

all, emissions from other countries (primarily of sulphur and nitrogen) also affect the
course of events.

The geographical

delimitation

for the environmental

accounts is to what occurs on

Swedish territory: damage that occurs on Swedish soil and activities within Sweden’s
frontiers. The damage is caused both by domestic emissions
influences,

and also by foreign emissions into the atmosphere

and by other domestic
and into water, which

end up on Swedish territory. The costs of reducing the emissions
hand calculated

only for Swedish enterprises

sulphur deposition

are on the other

and households.sT As some 70% of

in Sweden is due to foreign sources and about 90% is due to

nitrogen deposition in the Baltic Seass from nearby countries, only a small proportion
of these problems

is dealt with by the costs which are included

in the Swedish

avoidance cost studies.

Comments
This module differs from the others, in that what is studied here is primarily

the

impacts of Swedish emissions. In the other modules, the object is the total damage in
Sweden by certain pollutants, regardless of their source. When restoration measures
are included, this delimitation

is blurred. Furthermore,

many ecosystems are difficult

to restore once the damage has happened (depending

on the damage), which means

that the restoration

costing estimates

will always cover only a small part of the

damages incurred.

If only avoidance

costs are used (i.e. measures that will prevent the damage from

happening) the problem in the case of translational

emissions is to obtain information

concerning avoidance costs for other countries. This is necessary to get a full picture
of the costs needed to lower the deposition to the critical load levels. Otherwise the

57 The ]imits can be drawn in various ways, but this is the most appropriate OtSefor natioflal
environmental accounts. (See e.g. Dasgupta, Kristrom & Maler [1995]). In order to make an
analysis of a reduction of deposition in Sweden to the critical load level, the material needs to be
supplemented with information for other countries. Cost calculations for other countries are,
however, rarely available and are usually very fragmentary when they can be obtained; see for
instance Gren et al. [1995].
5s Cumulative total of various forms of nitrogen, converted to weight of pure nitrogen; direct
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calculation, as in this study, will refer only to the own country’s emissions. (It can of
course be argued

that this is not a problem,

since the calculation

primarily

interesting as an estimate of costs for the country studied to infer environmental

is

taxes

and legislation.)

Data

on

avoidance

Environmental

costs

Protection

are at present

not generally

available.

Agency (EPA) has compiled avoidance costs for sulphur

dioxide and nitrogen oxides. The EPA has also published
avoidance
changing
does

costs for carbon
of fuel, cutting

however

governmental
are available

dioxide

measures

body compiles

to the other methods,

emissions

down on transports

not include

in certain

The Swedish

instances.

(e.g. energy

or changing

in the industry.

avoidance

a report on measures and

quite straightfonvard

measures,

means of transport),

At present,

cost data on a regular

The compiling

efficiency

of avoidance

which

no institution

or

basis. Ad hoc studies
cost data is, compared

and not as controversial.

This does not

mean that this kind of data is easy to gather.

The correct way of using abatement
NDP’

is in my view

compute

to incorporate

a new equilibrium

cost data for estimating
the data in a general

for the economy.

Such a modelling

a ‘sustainably
equilibrium
exercise

produced
model

and

is beyond the

scope of this paper.

5 Calculating an EDP
In this section I will put together the valuation estimates according to the theoretical
model that was outlined in section 3.

Table 5.1 gives a summary of the results from the various valuation methods. The
sector cost shares have been calculated in proportion to the sectors’ share in the total
load, taking into consideration

the higher impact of Swedish emissions in some cases

deposition into water plus via soil and into the atmosphere.
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(e.g. NOX concentrations
environmental

in cities).

The

estimates

of the total

costs

of the

impacts from sulphur and nitrogen in Sweden range between SEK 1.6

billion and 18.5 billion, i.e. close to 1.5 percent of NDP. The sums in the second
column are the ones that should be deducted from value added in the Swedish sectors.
As complementary

information,

the avoidance

costs for Swedish

emissions

are

shown, i.e. the costs for bringing down the Swedish emissions to the environmental
targets.

Table 5. I Environmental accounts for emissions of sulphur and nitrogen for 1991
Total
deposition
in Sweden

Attributed
to Swedish

Percentage
Total

of NDP’
Swedish
emissions

emissions

Physical accounts, kton

so?
Ivox
I?Hj
N to soil and water
Valuation estimates, million SEK
Wealth effects
Production losses
WiI[ingness to pay estimates
Avoidance costs
Environmental

protection

464

115

788

394
51
85

1079
2046
18500

costs, million

350

1300
8450
6880

0.1
0.2

1.5

0.03
0.1
0.7
0.6

2503

0.2

SEK
* . .. .

-==. . - ..- -a-

....

----

I will now insert these estimates into the theoretical model.

Recall from section 3 the Hrtmiltonian for the model:

H(t) =UCC+UxX+U.E+2.

[F(K,~ RJJ-C-f(b)-iK-k(E)]+

A,[-@)]+

~~5’,X)-R(S)]+lx[(l-@E-b+I-d]

The resulting

expression

EDP=C+K+p~L+pSS
p,=%,

for EDP in ‘money value’ can be written as

+Pxf+P~E+pxX,

i= L,S, X
c

~.~,

i.E,

x

c
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The first two terms correspond

to conventional

labour

lower labour

stock,

emissions.

which

represents

The change

in the natural

NDP. Next term is the change
supply

resource

in the future

due to this years

stocks in the fourth term includes

stocks of fish and timber. Next term, pXX, adjusts for environmental
last two terms represent
flow of emissions

the disutility

that the households

and the level of the pollution

Recall that the shadow price of pollution

in the

degradation.

experience

the
The

due the current

stock. These are non-market

values.

is

Ax = J(UX + a~gx ) e-r(r”’)dr
z

Thus environmental

degradation

is valued by the depreciation

stocks and the additional disutility to households

of the natural resource

due to the change in the pollution

stock, i.e. the emissions during the current period. The damage to production from an
increase in the pollution stock is estimated by the value of the marginal decrease in
resource growth, Lg.. The other term, UX, reflects the
pollution,

which is valued by the average willingness

pollution

stocks.

For practical

purposes,

households’

disutility from

to pay for a decrease in the

it is useful

to separate

px into two

components and rewrite the EDP expression as

EDP=C+K+p~L

+p~i+p;f+P,E+p;

(x+x)

where
.
p; = ~(~~gx ) e-r(’-’)dr
!

t
since in CV study no distinction was made between the disutility to households due to
the current level of the pollution stock and to the change in the pollution stock. The
questions in our study asked for the willingness to pay per year for a reduction of the
pollution stock to a level that would not have any negative effects on the state of the
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environment.sg Thus the WTP refers to a permanent reduction of the pollution stock
to sustainable

levels,

which includes

both reduction

additions to the stock, assuming that the environment
rates are reduced to sustainable

of the initial stock and of
will recover if the deposition

levels. The marginal disutility PX is approximated

with the average value per year and per pollutant. The consumer surplus included in
the value for the total reduction

of the stock (i.e. the sum over the years the

environment needs to recover) is in this way somewhat reduced. The estimated values
do not refer to marginal disutility but to average disutility. Thus they are not marginal
values as requested, but as pointed out earlier, it was not considered feasible to pose
questions on marginal changes. The obtained average values will thus have to serve as
an approximation.

The shadow price of capital, k.K, is approximated

with the market price for capital.

The same holds for the shadow price of the natural capital stocks, fish and forest, and
for the shadow price of labor XL that is approximated

with average wages. From the

model, we see that in steady state XL can be written as

where k~ is the output price. To get a monetary value all the variables are divided
through with U= = ~., which should also be divided with the discount rate. p, is thus
simply approximated

with the wage. The same line of argument holds for the shadow

price of natural capital & and marginal disutility of pollution stocks UX.

Table 5.2 lists the figures that should be included in an adjustment of NDP. Ignoring
the entries that are merely disaggregation
‘consumption

foregone’,

we

obtain

of the conventional
a total

eutrofication amounting to about SEK 19,8 billion.

59 See Annex 4.
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adjustment

NDP (see section 3) or
for

acidification

and

Table 5.2 Components of a@stment

of NDP

Variable
Timber

Fishing, professional
Labour supply
Fishing, households
Recreation, Baltic
Recreation, Baltic
‘,
Lakes
“
Lakes
“
Forest
Nitrate in groundwater
Health
Total adjustment

A ‘sulphtm-nitrogen

Million SEK

adjusted’

Valuation method

800
96
420
900
294
2500
882
7500
2300
2000
3300
19816

Dose-response function
Dose-response function
Dose-response function
CV study
CV study
CV study
CV study
CV study
CV study
CV study
CV study

NDP – here called EDP

– can thus be calculated:

pxdxfdt
pXdX/dt
p~ 1(E)
PX(X+dX/dt)
PX(X+dWdt)
PX(X+dX/dt)
PX(X+dX/dt)
PX(X+dX/dt)
PX(X+dX/dt)
PX(X+dX/dt)
PEE

EDP = 1,246,000 – 420+ 5,500 – 896 – 15,200 – 3,300 = 1,220,684 million SEK
(NDP

Tl_te estimate

+p.L+p#

pertaining

+p~gxi+Px(X+i)+

P~E)

to the change in the timber and fish stocks is a rough

estimate. The net increase in the timber stock has been valued to about 5600 million
SEK. Fish stocks decreased in value terms by some hundred million SEK.

The estimate of EDP presented here is a measure of the level of ‘sustainable income’
as in Weitzman’s

model (Weitzman

[1976] and [1998]), not of the change in welfare

as in the model by Heal and Kristrom described in section 2. NDP can be interpreted
as a measure of the return on national wealth. As environmental
accounted

for, conventional

NDP is an overestimate

externalities

are not

of our wealth, which is also

shown by the EDP calculated here.

This

calculation

approximation

is based

on the linearisation

of the utility

function.

If this

is not valid, i.e. if the error from doing this is not small enough, EDP

cannot be used for measuring

welfare.co

An alternative

measure is the change in

wealth calculated with the estimated shadow prices, times the change in the capital
stocks during the ye=

60For a discussion, see Dasgupta & Maler [1999].
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Change in wealth= 280,371-420+5,500-896

= 284,555 million SEK

Note that the change in the pollution stocks valued by households is not included in
this calculation.

In total, the sulphur-nitrogen

adjustment

in our study equals 19800

million SEK,

which is about 1,6 percent of NDP. This figure is a lower bound estimate since many
effects are not quantified (e.g. effects on biodiversit y, cultural objects and electrical
contact

materials).

Also,

the

Excluding the willingness-to-pay
consumer’s

included

estimates

throughout

are conservative.

values, which unlike the national accounts include

surplus, the adjustment

is reduced

to 3 million SEK. To give some

perspective on the order of magnitude, it can be mentioned that the amount paid for
social allowances

in Sweden

1991 was 5600 million

SEK, and the agricultural

subsidies were 3200 million SEK. Income from the sulphur tax was 220 million SEK.

In addition to the values that should be included in the adjustment,
from pollution

have been found that affect conventional

explicitly in the conventional

NDP, but are not shown

accounts. Though not part of the EDP adjustments,

these costs of pollution can be of interest, especially in intertemporal
comparisons.

several effects

or inter-courmy

They represent effects that depreciate economic assets or measures that

use means and resources that could have been used for other purposes, had it not been
for pollution.

The costs for the relevant part of corrosion amount to SEK 1900 million. These are
apportioned equally between depreciation of capital (k(E)) and actual costs (belonging
to the environmental
corrosion maintenance

protection expenditure account, though not included in f(b) since
does not reduce the pollution stock and the measures included

in f(b) are only such that reduce the pollution
groundwater

stock ). High levels of nitrogen in

reduce the value of real estates by an amount of 100 million, which is

also part of k(E), being a part of the capital stock in the housing sector. The costs for
catalytic converters and health care costs (SEK 675 million) are borne by households
and the public sector, and are part of consumption expenditures.
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The costs of liming and sewage treatment (130+730 = SEK 860 million), are part of
public consumption.

Liming and health care are restoration measures, while sewage

treatment

and catalytic

converters

are avoidance

protection

expenditures

and depreciation

sr.dphur and nitrogen are 1900+675+860

measures.

Total environmental

of real capital that could be allocated to
= SEK 3435 million, or 0.3 percent of NDP.

Decrease in working hours due to sick-leaves cause a production loss of 230 million
SEK. Damages
consumption

to crops amount to SEK 500 million. These two effects represent

foregone, and could be added to conventional

NDP to show ‘potential

NDP’.G1

It maybe interesting to compare the estimated costs of pollution with current taxes on
sulphur and nitrogen. The damage costs are estimated for 1991, the same year as the
sulphur tax was introduced and one year before the charge on nitrogen oxides. The tax
on nitrogen in fertilisers was introduced in1984.

Sulphur accounts for two thirds of the acidification

of soil and water and for 90

percent of additional corrosion. The average cost for the negative effects of sulphur
deposition

in Sweden is SEK 23.75 per kilo sulphttr. Including also the costs that

have lowered the conventional

NDP (capital depreciation),

the average cost is SEK

31.27 per kilo stdphur.Gq The sulphur tax in Sweden is SEK 30 per kilo sulphur.’$t

The total cost due to nitrogen amounts to SEK 15535 million. The average cost of all
nitrogen emissions is SEK 52 per kilo nitrogen, including current costs for crop loss
and corrosion damages. Excluding the latter costs, the average cost is SEK 48 per kilo
nitrogen.Gs Attributing

the cost

complicated.

and health effects of air pollution

Corrosion

of nitrogen

61The total value of the crop damages due to tropospherical
63 Calculations see Annex 2.

to different

forms

of nitrogen

is

in cities are caused by

ozone is SEIC10oomillionPeryear.

a The tax was introduced in 1991, and is estimated to have reduced the sulphur emissions by 9500
tons, or 19000 tons sulphur dioxide. The environmental target for sulphur emissions, 100000 kton by
the year 2000, has been met. Despite this, the sulphur deposition in Sweden is still above the critical
load limits, mostly because of imported emissions. The Swedish sulphur emissions could be further
reduced by reIaxing some of the exceptions and by lowering the limit of allowed sulphur content in
fuels (which is now 0.1 %).
65 calculations
see Annex 2
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nitrogen

oxides.

groundwater

The

other

impacts:

eutrofication,

acidification

and

nitrate

in

are influenced by both nitrogen emissions to air (NO,, NH,) and to soil

and water (N). A very rough attempt to attribute the costs to different

forms of

nitrogen results in SEK 29 per kilo nitrogen for NO, and SEK 27 per kilo nitrogen for
NH~. The cost for nitrogen emissions to soil and water is estimated to SEK 84 per kilo
nitrogen.

There is no general tax on nitrogen oxides in Sweden, since NO, emissions are not
primarily fuel-related

like sulphur and carbon dioxide.bT Taxes on nitrogen oxides

must therefore be based on direct measurement

of the emissions. There is a charge on

NO, emissions for certain energy production plants, which is refunded to the plants
according to their share in the total produced energy. The charge is SEK 40 per kilo
NO,, which is approximately

SEK 130 per kilo nitrogen. The charge was introduced

in 1992, and is estimated to have reduced NOX emissions by 10000 ton.bg There are
also taxes on fertilisers.

The environmental

tax on nitrogen in fertilisers was SEK

0.60 per kilogram in 1991. At that time there was also a price regulation charge of
SEK 1.75 per kilogram nitrogen, so the total amount was SEK 2.35 per kilo N.@

A comparison between these taxes and the estimated costs are not as straightforward
as in the case of sulphur. The taxes cover only a small part of the sources. The energy
sector emits around 10 percent of the Swedish NOX emissions.
source of nitrogen oxide emissions is transports,
nitrogen emissions
production

which are not taxed explicitly for

(although gasoline is heavily taxed). The charge on the energy

plants may seem high compared

67 The ~i~ogen

The by far largest

with the calculated

damage costs, but

depositionis above the critical load in Sweden. As with sulphur, the imgest put of it is

imported. Sweden had set a target for nitrogen oxides for the year 1995, reducing emissions with 30
percent from the 1980 emission level, which is a reduction by 136000 ton. The emissions have
however only been reduced by 20 %, or 90000 ton, of which 10000 can be attributed to the NOX
charge, as noted above. This equals 40 percent of the emissions of the taxed energy production plants,
which is above the target, if all sectors were supposed to reduce their emissions by the same amount.
’58EPA[1997].
69

Ibid.

since it is refunded the actually paid ‘tax’ varies from plant to plant. The tax on
nitrogen in fertilisers is low compared

to the estimated damage cost. The fertiliser-

using sector, agriculture, causes around 50 percent of the nitrogen emissions to soil
and water. The second largest source is the sewage sector.?o

6 Concluding comments

In accounting,
theoretical

it is important to avoid double-counting

model provides a coherent framework

SEEA, different valuation methods

and other inconsistencies.

for empirical

estimations.

A

In the

are kept apart in order not to mix values with

different scope. However, the different valuation methods cai be complementary

to

each other. If only one method is used at a time, the EDP measure will be more
fragmentary
theoretical

than if a mixture of methods can be used in a consistent

manner. The

framework used here is, however, not sufficient to ascertain consistency

since some of the problems that arise are due to the empirical estimation methods.

One such problem is that the estimation of production and welfare losses in this study
is inherently different due to the different properties of the valuation methods. The
production

loss estimation includes only market prices, which are marginal values,

whereas WTP estimates

of the welfare losses often are not marginal

and include

consumer surplus. In the CV study of the NIER we tried to reduce this problem, as
discussed in the previous section.

Different

methods produce estimates

that are very different in magnitude.

This is

hardly surprising since the scope of the methods is very different. In CV studies, the
goods and services that are actually valued are not explicitly specified but concern
values of more general benefits from different ecosystems,
health etc. Questions

that are specific

enough

values of having a good

to relate the answers

to specific

pressures

are, in general, difficult to answer. Thus a more encompassing,

detailed picture is given than when estimating

production

but less

losses (even if a wider

approach is used for the production losses than in this study).

The abatement cost method approach the problem from a totally different angle. Here,
the

actual

valuation,

environmental

targets

or preference

statement,

is

made

by

determining

that are the basis for the cost calculations.

the

The resulting

estimation is best interpreted as a calculation of the ‘sustainability gap’, - i.e. the gap
between the environmental

pressure exercised by the economy today and the pressure

that is envisaged to be tolerated by nature – and how much the economy would have
to change to close this gap (given today’s’ technology

and prices). This is a quite

different approach from the theoretical definition of EDP.

In addition to the differences in scope regarding economic lossfwelfare and damage
costs/avoidance

costs, the time and space addressed akio differ. The production

loss

calculations refer to future effects from today’s emissions (this is the approach that is
closest to the theoretical models). The welfare effects concern, for reasons mentioned
above, reduction of the current pollution stock, and thus is in general not explicitly
linked to current emissions or fiuure damages. The abatement cost estimate, in turn,
refers to the reduction

of current emissions

to a sustainable

level; the damages

avoided are future damages. The geographical boundary differences have already been
mentioned. the abatement costs refer to the impact from Swedish emissions, and the
others refer to the damage
pollutants.

The differences

highlight the complexities

The theoretical
depends

in Sweden,
between

regardless

the methods

of the source of the causing
are thus quite significant,

about constructing an EDP.

result that the adjusted NDP is a measure of sustainable

on a number

or assumptions,

such as weak sustainability

foresight. If the market prices used when calculating
environmental

externalities

income

and perfect

NDP and the corrections

for

do not reflect future scarcity, i.e. are not correct shadow

prices, the EDP cannot be interpreted
alternative interpretation

and

as a measure

of sustainable

of the empirical estimate is as a “descriptive

63

income.

An

measure”,

as

defined in the GREENSTAMP
an

optimizing

(environmentally
environment

measure

project.71 In their report, a difference is made between
(sustainable

income)

and

a

descriptive

adjusted NNP). The latter aims at describing

of current economic

activities

in conventional

measure

the impact on the

NNP, without

telling

whether this is sustainable or not.

It is of interest to know if the issues of weak sustainability and discontinuities
be of importance in the empirical estimations.
acidification,

seem to

Ih the production loss calculations

for

the impact of current emissions on future production are estimated for a

rather long time interval. Since the calculations are discrete, and the stock of pollution
is calculated

for each year, it is possible to see if threshold effects or irreversible

changes will occur. If the assumption
reversible

is correct that acidification

of the soil is a

process given that the pH value does not get very low, no irreversible

effects will occur in the presumed
sustainability

scenarios. The question

of strong versus weak

is mostly an issue in the case of irreversible changes, and since no such

changes has been envisaged, the problem was not thought to be significant in these
calculations. 72

For the other environmental

effects, the valuations are based on the assumption that

the magnitude of the effects will be within a range where damages depend linearly on
the deposition

of pollutants.

If the damages worsen significantly,

effects occur, the valuations are underestimations.

or if threshold

If the damages are irreversible, the

weak sustainability assumption will be of crucial importance.

In conclusion, the theoretical model has provided information on which values should
be sought for when doing empirical estimations.
model was constructed

after the empirical

Since in this study the theoretical

study was completed,

the framework

provided by the model supported the sorting out of which values should be included

—
71

EU[1997].

72

However, recent research show that soil acidification is not reversible due to among other things the
precipitation of heavy metals. If this is the case, the above discussion is not valid. On the other
hand, neither is the valuation, since non-reversibility was not assumed.
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I

and how they could be combined. Constructing

the model has also helped structuring

the different damage effects.

The empirical results are useful for several purposes. As exemplified
section, they can serve as a foundation
provide justification

for discussions

in the previous

of environmental

for tax level and for matters of priority.

taxes, and

Annex 1 Sources of sulphur and nitrogen emissions

Sources of nitrogen emissions

For practical reasons a distinction needs to be made between nitrogen compounds

in

the atmosphere (NO,, N20, NH3) and nitrogen compounds in (going into) water (soil
water, fresh water, seawater and groundwater).
environmental

All data are from Statistics Sweden’s

statistics, unless otherwise stated.

Nitrogen compounds into the atmosphere

Emissions of NO, (nitrogen oxides) originate mainly from traffic. Out of 409000
of Swedish NOX emissions

in 1991, passenger

tons

cars, heavy goods vehicles (mostly

diesel), machinery and shipping accounted for about 20% each. Industrial processes
and combustion for heating were responsible for the remaining 20Y0.

Fig. A. 1 Nitrogen oxide emissions by sector 1991. Thousand tom
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Deposition in Sweden of NOX in 1991 is estimated at 547000
153000

tons originated

from Oermany,

tons, of which about

from domestic sources and the rest was imported, chiefly

Great Britain and Denmark. We also exported

256000

tons. The

greater part of this ends up in the Baltic, the Arctic Ocean, Russia and other countries
to which west winds blow from Sweden.

Table A. 1

Emissions
atmosphere

into

Nox

Tons
Swedish
emissions
409000

N20

Causing sectors/activities
Import

Export

394000

256000

15000

NH3
40000
Emissions to soil and water
N
90000

Transport (passenger cars, heavy
lorries, machinery, shipping)
Agriculture, forestry, combustion
installations, transport
Agriculture
Waste water treatment plants,
chemical industry, households,
agriculture

N20 - nitrous oxide is a greenhouse gas that is partly emitted naturally from soils and
water but also from a number of anthropogenic
case is the net balance
contribution

between

emissions

sources. What is of interest in this

and fixation

in the ecosystems.

The

of nitrogen compounds on the greenhouse effect is not further discussed

in this paper.

The Swedish anthropogenic
ones: 10-15000

nitrous oxide sources are about half the size of the natural

tons compared with just under 30000 tons per yew. It is forest soil

and areas covered by water which naturally emit so much nitrous oxide per year.
Emissions

caused by human activity come mainly from manure

cultivated

humus-rich

agricultural

soil, atmospheric

and intensively

nitrogen fertilisation

of forest

soil, combustion installations and trafficTs.

More efficient fertilisation

and a different choice of crops on ground rich in humus

constitute a possible way of reducing the emissions. Lower nitrogen emissions from
combustion installations and traffic do of course have a direct effect, but they can also
have an indirect effect because forests are not fertilised so much from the air, which
ought to reduce the nitrous oxide emissions from forest soil.

Ammonia - NH3 emissions come chiefly from agriculture. It is primarily the use of
(natural) fertilisers that lead to emissions

(release of ammonia to air). The way to

68

reduce these emissions are primarily to enhance the efficiency of the storage, handling
and use of manure, but also of the spreading of artificial fertiliser. The emissions
amount at present to over 40000

tons. From an international

point of view the

amount of ammonia emissions

to air is greater than the nitrogen oxide emissions

generated

because

during

combustion,

agriculture

and above

completely dominate the economies of most non-industrialised

all stock farming

countries.

Nitrogen compounds into water
In the case of watercourses,
the responsibility

into which a total of 40000

lies primarily

with wastewater

tons of nitrogen is emitted,

treatment

certain extent with the chemical industry and households.
and groundwater,
certain wastewater

systems, but also to a

Emissions into soil water

totalling 50000 tons, come mainly from agriculture, but also from
treatment

systems.

The problems

created by inflows of nitrogen and phosphorus,
leaching into soil water, groundwater,

of eutrofication

which makes it necessary to study

fresh water and sea water, even though thk is

more difficult than to identify the emissions into the atmosphere.

73 Henning Mode

are mainly

has estimated the naturaf emission from fOreStland.
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Sources of sulphur emissions

Fig. A.2 Sulphur emissions by sector 1991. Thousand tons
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Fig. A. 3 Contribution
public andprivate

to acidz~cation ji-om Sweden’s industry and commerce,

consumption in 1993 (both Swedish andforeign
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The major cause of acidification

is the deposition

causes are forestry and agriculture. Acidification

of acidifying

substances.

Other

has also natural causes. From 1900

to the year 2200, over two thirds of the acidification problem is estimated to originate
from sulphur deposition.

If the burden of debt for the acidifying impact of sulphur

over the years were distributed evenly on all emissions that exceed the critical load
limit, four-fifths of the acidification today would be attributable to emissions prior to
1991.

Annex 2 Calculation of damage costs per kilo pollutant
S is accounted for 90 y. of accelerated corrosion and 2/3 of acidification of soil and
water, the rest is attributed to nitrogen

SulDhur (S~
Acidification:

(816+7454)”2/3

=55 11 SEK

Corrosion: 0,9”1937 = 1743 SEK
Sum total
sulphur costs= MSEK 7254 (excl. env. prot. exp.= 6383)
Sulphur emissions = 464 kton ~
kilo sulphur for acidification.

SEK 11.87 per kilo sulphur dioxide or 23.75 per

Including corrosion costs yields SEK 31.26 per kilo

sulphur.

Nitrogen (N)

Recalculated

to units of nitrogen, the total emissions of nitrogen in Sweden 1991 was

257 kiloton. There was a net inflow of 139 kiloton nitrogen oxides, NO,, which is
approximately

equal to 42 kiloton N. The total deposition of nitrogen in Sweden is

thus 299 kton. Source: NIER and Statistics Sweden [1998].

Total

nitrogen

emissions

(to air, soil and water)
71

Wealth 110
prod.loss

(incl corrosion effects 110+1937”0,1=304)

816*1/3+80 +420=351

+500+230=1501

welfare 7450* 1/3 +5350+2000+3300

MSEK

MSEK

= 13730 MSEK

Sum total nitrogen costs = MSEK 14611

(or MSEK 15535

with corrosion,

crop

darnages and current health effects on economic activity)

Total emissions = 299 kton -

SEK 47.46 per kilo N (orSEK51.95

with corrosion,

crop damages and current heatth effects on economic activity)

Allocation of nitrogen related costs on different forms of nitrogen

NO.:

corrosion 1937*. 1=193,7 MSEK
MSEK
acidification (816+7450)* 113= 2483+272=2755
ozone 500 MSEK
air cone. 3300+650 = 3950 MSEK
Sum total MSEK 7399

N to water:

groundwater nitrate

Both N to water and NO,:

110+2000=MSEK2110

eutroficatiorz

5350 of which

NO. 5,6yO

=

300MSEK

N = 5050 MSEK

Total NOXemissions in 1991 = 788000 ton less 7330 ton= 780 670= 242008
51 kton ammonium, NHS =21 857 ton N
(NOX+NH, = 263865 ton N)
*NOX=92%NH3=8Y0

7330 ton NO, from Sweden deposited in the sea in 1989
122300 ton N to soil and water from Sweden deposited in the sea 1990
7330 NO, *0,3 1 = 2272 N ~

0,9 ~o eutrofication

72

99,1 y. the rest

ton N

a (300000/2272)*0,009
+ (7399000*0.92)/242008*0,99
1 = 29.06SEK per kilo for
NO=

1857= 27.08SEK per kilo N for NHS
and (7399000*0.08)/2

N to soil and water= (2100+5050)/85=

84.25 SEK/kg N

Annex 3. Insertion of the results in SEEA tables
In this annex the estimates in the sulphur-nitrogen
tables.

The SEEA

handbook

divides

study are inserted into the SEEA

the environmental

satellite

different parts, or versions, which starts with environmental-related
the conventional

accounts. The following

in physical quantities,

accounts

disaggregations

‘version’ includes environmental

and finally there are four different

into
of

statistics

‘versions’ with monetary

valuation. I have here mainly followed the methods applied in the SEEA handbook,
with a few exceptions.
emissions

Unlike in the SEEA, I do not transfer

from private and public consumption

done in the line “Shift in environmental

to the economy

the costs of the
(this is otherwise

costs”).

In the SEEA the damage valuations for emissions are shown as a lump sum, only the
physical emissions being shown by origin. As the physical emissions are not shown
together with the valuations, I have however divided the totals between domestic and
imported

emissions,

in order to give an idea of the orders of magnitude

of the

emissions from Sweden and from abroad respectively. In the last version, on the other
hand, another way of accounting is used. The costs are redistributed

so that the value

added is reduced for the causing sectors and augmented for the affected sectors. In the
totals column the costs show as a negative item for Sweden and a positive item for
foreign countries.

The breakdown

between Swedish and imported emissions

applies only to S02 and

NO. emissions into the atmosphere. For nitrogen emissions into water and land only
Swedish data are recorded. The damage caused by Swedish emissions abroad is not
73

counted. The costs of damage in Sweden are allocated to the sectors according to the
share in the total load.

Version

II: Environmental

In Version II the environmental

protection

protection

expenditures

costs incurred by enterprises

year are shown separately. In this case the environmental

during the

protection costs which are

related to sulphur and nitrogen are recorded. These includes liming costs (agricultural
sector, SEK 5 million), the additional cost of replacinglprotecting

corrodible materials

(all sectors, SEK 968 million) and the costs of catalytic converters on passenger cars
(all sectors, SEK 225 million). The State has to meet costs for wastewater treatment
plants (SEK 730 million) and for liming forestland and lakes - SEK 125 million per
year. Households

have to meet additional costs for health care (SEK 450 million).

This version does not yield an ENP; only environment-related

costs are specified

here.

Version

ill : Physical

accounts

The table for Version III shows the economic flows in Swedish SEK and the material
flows in tons. The physical quantities

emitted are shown with a minus sign under

emitting sectors, as this material leaves the production

sectors and is deposited

in

nature. They are thus shown with a plus sign in the media (air, soil, water) that they
are emitted to. Further distribution,

for instance from land to water or deposition of

air pollutants to soil, is not shown. Most of the emissions that are at present included
in the environmental

accounts are emissions to the atmosphere. This is consequently

shown as an increase of these substances

in the atmosphere,

even though they are

gradually deposited on land and water, and the damage occurs chiefly there. The table
shows the origin of the emissions but gives no guidance about their consequences.

Version IV. 1: Changes in assets

74

In this version the imputed decreases in the value of the natural capital are shown as
use of non-produced

input goods in the emitting sectors. As the natural capital is not

replaced to compensate

for that, a loss occurs there. The restoration costs for liming

have been borne by the State (SEK 125 million). The capital losses occur in the real
capital (corrosion not dealt with by measures, SEK 969 million), cultivated areas (fall
in value

due to acidltled

(properties
groundwater,

forestland,

by acidified/eutrofied

SEK 320 million)

and uncultivated

areas

water, SEK 160 million, and with nitrate-polluted

SEK 110 million).

The acidification costs are allocated to Sweden and foreign countries in proportion to
their share in the emissions.

Eutrofication

is attributed

fifty-fifty between nitrogen

dioxides and emissions of nitrogen directly to soil and water. Foreign emissions to the
Baltic are much larger than those of Sweden, but there is reason to believe that the
Swedish emissions affect Swedish coastal waters more than those from the other side
of the Baltic. I have therefore used a proportional allocation of 50 per cent for Sweden
and foreign countries respectively. The decrease in market value due to the emissions
is shown as a negative “eco-marginal” which reduces ENP at market prices (“EDP at
market values”).

Version IV.2: Avoidance

This version

is an estimate

environmental

protection

the environmental
have

the costs

Furthermore,
adjusted
atmosphere

shown

measures

as a loss.

ENP

The costs

(SEK 2800 million)
vessels

into land and water

farming methods

to ensure

consist

and establishment

that the year’s production

at market

chiefly

SEK 4000
of wetlands.
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prices

would

meet

by the measures

is the same

as in IV. 1.

after which the year’s environmentally

of halving

and machinery).
(cost

would have had to pay for

that would have benefited

costs are deducted,

is obtained.

(light motor vehicles,
nitrogen

of the sum that the economy

targets. The ecosystems

the imputed

output

costs

emissions

of measures
The measures
million)

of nitrogen
on means
to reduce

consist

mainly

into the

of transport
emissions

of

of changing

The imputed costs are charged to the natural capital stocks in the SEEA in a shifting
procedure similar to that between enterprises

and households

(see the first part), so

that outgoing stocks in all versions become the same as in Version IV. 1.

Version IV.3: Willingness

to pay estimates

The value of the loss of natural capital is in this version determined by how much
people value the loss of services from the environment
considered

to have consumed

to. The emitting sectors are

natural capital amounting

to the value indicated

households. This is then recorded as use of input goods, proportionally

by

to the share of

the emissions in each branch.

The decrease in resources from Version IV. 1 is included here, too. The use of nonproducer natural capital thus includes both the loss of welfare stated in the studies of
willingness to pay and the reduction in value from matrix IV. 1. The losses of welfare
are distributed
eutrofication

among natural resources:
(SEK 450

million

each),

loss of fish owing to acidification
impaired

(SEK 4500 and SEK 3000 million respectively)

lakeside

recreational

and

facilities

and impaired facilities by the Baltic

(SEK 2500 million). The reduction in the value of capital is recorded as in matrix
IV. 1, under

produced

(SEK 969

million)

and non-produced

natural

resources

(SEK 340 million owing to acidification, SEK 250 million owing to eutrofication
SEK 125 million in respect of improvement

and

of acidified land by liming). The costs

are distributed according to the share of Swedish and foreign emissions; the foreign
emission costs are shown as a lump sum for ‘other sectors’ of the economy.

Version IV.4 - Production losses

In Version IV.4, costs of and incomes from production
causing to the affected sectors. As in the other versions,

are redistributed

from the

the costs are distributed

between the production sectors in proportion to their share in emissions. The forestry
sector is affected by a loss of output corresponding
76

to SEK 800 million. Eutrofication

leads to a catch reduction in the fisheries sector corresponding
Ground-level

ozone leads to crop loss in the agricultural

to SEK 56 million.

sector. Nitrogen’s share of

this is estimated at SEK 500 million; the agricultural sector itself, however, causes 3
per cent of the NO. emissions, and therefore the net figure is SEK 488 million.

Households’

income is reduced by a decline in catches in leisure angling (SEK 16

million) and by increased absence from work due to illness (SEK 24 million). They
themselves cause 4 per cent of sulphur and 12 per cent of nitrogen dioxide emissions.
The net result in the account for eutrofication

and air pollution

after their own

negative impact has been deducted

is a loss of SEK 19 million. The loss of fish

catches

by the costs that is caused by their sulphur

is however

overshadowed

emissions. so the net result is + SEK 14 million.

In this version it is the costs of the economic sectors that are calculated. The damage
caused to, and thus the costs borne by, the ecosystems
calculation.

are not included

in the
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Annex 4. CV study questionnaire

Survey done by NIER and Statistics Sweden in 1994.

4

Hur

privatpersonern~grs av WW miljtiproblem:f6rsuming,

upplever

6verg6dning

och nitrat

1

grundvattnet.

Riksdagen har getf Statistika centralbyrtln, NaturvArdsverketoch Konjunkturinstituteti uppdrag att utarbeta ett
miljbr~kenskapssystemfbr att viea PAsambanden mellan ekonomi och miljb. Som ett led i detta behbvs information
om hur privatpereonerupplever olika miljdhot.DWk ber vi dig vWigen att besvara fi51jandefrAgorefter b&sta
f&rnAga.

1

Hur l~ngt ifrfm olika naturmilj5er i4rDin permanentbostad bei~gen?
o-99
meter

100-999
meter

1-3 km

4-9 km

1049 km

50 eller
mer

a

Skog

In

z~

3D

4D

so

6Q

b

lnsj~ar

lo

Zg

3U

~~

so

6~

c

~lvar I Aar

In

2D

30

4~

so

6~

d

Hav

In

Zn

3U

4G

5D

6~

2

Har Du tillghg

ID
2

3

WI frftldshus 1Sverige

Ja

❑

Nej

—+

G~

vidare till ftiga 4

Hur Mngt ifrAn olike naturmiljikr ~r fritidshueet beliiget?
o-99

100-999

meter

meter

1-3km

4-9 km

Io+km

50 eller
mer

a

Skog

la

2 IE

3~

4p

5~

6~

b

Insjbar

lo

z~

3D

4~

so

6~

c

Alvar I Aar

In

2D

3D

4 ~c

5~

6~

d

Hav

In

z~

3~

4~

s~

6~

4

Hur ofta har Du vistate

i fLMjande

sveneke
Aldrig
p,
\ J+%

naturmiljtir
NAgrs.
dagar

N~grs
i

kvartslet

Q&j
1

(l-5

@ fritid~n

dgr)

dagar

under

de eenaste

Flera

N~grs
i

dsgar

i

dagar

veckan

veckan

(6-20 dgr)

(21-60 dgr).

(Mer iin 60 dgr)

I Skogen

la

2D

3D

4U

5D

b

Vid havet

la

2~

3~

4E

SD

c

w

la

2~

30

4

(lnsjtiW/A]

i

rnc%aden

a

sotvatten

12 m~nadema?

❑.

50

5

5

I Sverlge pa fritlden, hur ofta brukar Du iigna

N~r DU ViStSS~
Dig At fLMjsndeaktlviteter?
Aldng

NAgra

NAgrs

N&gra

dagar i
Inrartalet
(l-5 dgr)

dagar i
mtiaden
(6-20 dgr)

dagar i
vecksn
(21-60 dgr)

Flera
dagar i
vecksn
(Mer an 60 dgr)

a

Bade / Simrna / Dyka

1(-J

2D

3H

4U

5D

b

Fiske

In

2D

3H

4D

so

c

Segla

In

2D

3U

4D

5(-J

d

Motorb&sturer

la

2D

30

4U

5D

e

Iesporta

In

2D

30

4g

5D

f

Promenere

la

2D

3H

4D

50

9

Studera

lo

2H

3U

4U

5U

6

N~r DU ViStSS~

t paddla

I ro I windsutfa

(skridskor

I

skidor)

flora/fauna

PA fritiden, hur ofta brukar
Aldrig

N~grs

N&grs

Flera

dagar i

dagar i
m~naden
(6-20 dgr)

dagar i
veckan
(21-60 dgr)

gegar i
wckan
(Mer an 60 dgr)

kvatialet
Promenader / W

skidor

b

Springa

c

Plocks

d

Jaga I fiska

e

Studera

f

H~mts

9

Friluftsliv(camping, vandring mm.) 1

I idrotta

bar/ evamp

flora I fauna
ved

‘

Du agne Dig At fi5ijande aktiviteter?

NAgra

(l-5 dgr)
a

lo

2D

3D

4D

5~

In

2U

3Q

4D

5D

In

2D

30

4U

5D

la

2U

3~

4D

5U

lo

2D

3D

4~

5D

In

2~

3 Ig

40

5U

2U

3~

4~

5~

❑

.

6

7

Unget3r hur mti9e

liter ba och SVamp plooksde Dltt twsh411f&

eget bruk under 1995?

RMna inte mad det Nis4i/@K
Ingenting
1-5 Iiier
eller mindrs
* 1 Iiier

6-20 Iiier

21-100

Mer &
100 Iiier

liter

a

Lingon

la

21-J

3Q

4D

so

b

Bl~b&

In

21--J

3D

4U

51J

c

Wdhailon

10

2U

3Q

4D

so

d

Hjortron

la

2H

3D

4~

SD

e

Svamp

IQ

2~

3U

4~

so

f

Andra

In

2D

3D

4~

SI-J

skogsb~fl

Ange vilk

F6rsuming
F&suming & ett miljdproblemsom drabbar skogsmark ooh vattendrag genom att markens ooh vattneta
surhetsgradWV. Weea djur- och W3xtartergynnas PAandras bekostnad. F&sumingen orsakas huvudsakligenav
surt nadfall, innehWande svavel och Io@mWeningar, frAnt.ex. trsfiken. Skogsmarkaf&sumingen tros vars en
weak till berrf&luster ooh Iddrinning hoe triiden ooh att markvegetationen, t.ex. andelen blW@is och Iingonris,
Wndras. 1vattendrag far fisken sv&t att reproduoera sig om vattnet blirf& surt.

8

~smammwm

i Ditt nhmr~de

I

pAverfmde av fiheuming?

F&surat

We
f&3Jrst

Vet ej

Skog firmsej i
niiromtidet

a

Dar IX bor permanent

In

2D

3D

4U

b

D&’ Du har fritidshus

In

2D

3D

4~

Har ej tillg~ng
till fritidshus

9

~r~

I Dltt niiromfide
F&surat

I
s@

I

p&rerksde av Weuming?

Inte
Vet ej
f&surat

Finns ej i
n&omr#idet

a

D& Du bor permanent

la

2D

3rJ

41-J

b

Diir Du har fritidshus

la

2H

3U

4D

Her ej tillg~ng
till fritidshus

5~

i

Overgodning
&ergddning ~r ett milj5problemsom ftimst drabbar vattendrag, bAdesbtvatten och havsvatten, genom att
tillg~ngligheten
av foafor och I@ve &ar. Kraftig 6vergtidning gynnar viss vWighet, vilket i sjbar och vattendrag
av tiattendrag ooh syrebristfi3rde vattenlevande djurartema.
ken Ieda till algblomningar, igenvWlng

10

&~

i Ditt nFiromtide p~verkade av 6verg6dning?

.
&erg&t

Inte
&ergMt

Vet ej

Finns ej i
n&omr&tet

a

D&

Du bor permanent

In

Zn

3Q

4D

b

Dar

Du har fritidshus

la

2H

3H

4Q

Har ej tillg~ng
till frftidshus

5D

Nitrathaltigt grundvatten
Ett annat miijtwelateratproblem & nitrat (kv~ve) i grundvattnet. Hus med egen vattenf&a&jning
(ej kommunalt
s.k. privatbrunnar,
kan f~ problem med nitrathaltigtvatten, diir det firmsett Werakott av kviive i marken.
Nitrathaitigtvatten arises vara en hiikwfara, framfdr ant f& sm~ barn.

vatten),

11

Har Ditt hue en privet brunn (ej kommunalt vetten)?
Ja

Nej

a

Dar Du bor permanent

In

2~

b

W

In

2H

12

~r vattnet

~u har fritidshus

tin

Har ej tillg~ng

till fritidshus

3 u

Har ej tillgdng

till fritidshus

4~
—

den privata brunnen nitrathaltigt?

Ja

Nej

Vet inte

a

Dar Du bor permanent

In

20

3~

b

Dar Du har fritidshus

1~

z~

3fi

13

Om ]a PA tige

12, hur hbga halter nWM@hre

flnns

MAngden nitratkvave

dat i vattnet tin

den private brunnen?

Vet inte

a

D& Du bor permanent

mg N/liter

II--J

b

Dar Du har fritidshus

mg N/liir

In

Har ej tillg~ng till fritidshus

2 @

8
Hur varderar Du olika milj6hot?

14

vars villig att betsla, glvet att alla andrs
Hur myckst skulle Du pers6niigen ~
Ike storandel av sin inkomst
sksttstigen bstslade
t

A. Om den svenska Skogen skuile kunna r~ddas fn%rSkogefbrwmingsskadorgenom t.ex europeiska

&erenskommeiser om utsi@psbsgnWsningar och varssmms kalknings-och g&isiingsAtg&cfer.
B. Om det svenska sdfvdterrsysten?etskulie kunna riiddas ftin fbrsumingseffektergenom t.ex
europeiska &erenskommelser om utsliippsbegtinsningar och varsam kalkning av ber&da sjbar
ooh vattendrsg.
C. Om det svenska sdfvattensysterrret skulie kunna Riddas frAn&erg6dande p~verkan, genom
minskade fosforutel@p.
D. Om den svenska havskusten skulle kunna riiddas frAn&erg6dande p&erkan, genom ett
&tersj&smartIete fbr att minska foefor- och kv~veutsl@pen.
E. Om man ken undviks att nitratkoncentrationema i det svenska grundvattnetsteg till hiilsofarfiganb+ier,
genom t.ex fWmdrsde jordbruks-och skogsbruksmetoder, biittre avloppsvattenhanteringoch minskade
IcAveutslApptill Mt.
Markers det intervall som @erensstSmmer

mad din v&fering!

Ingenting

1-50 kr

51-200 kr

201-500 kr 500-1000 kr Mer iin
1000 kr

A

Skogsf&suming

la

2D

3D

4U

so

6D

B

Sj6f&suming

In

Zn

3D

4D

5U

6U

c

Sjd5verg5dning

In

2D

3U

4D

50

SD

D

Havs&erg&fning

la

2D

31--J

4D

5“

6D

E

Nitratgrundvatten

In

Zo

3D

4D

51-J

60

❑
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